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My invention relates generally to electrical mu 
Sical instruments, and more particularly to in 
struments of this type in which the tone is pro 
duced by Synthesis of the fundamental tone with 

: various proportions of its harmonics. 
I am aware that various attempts have been 

made in the past to produce an instrument of this 
character, but as far as I have knowledge, none 
of these attempts accomplish the desired result 

10 because of the failure to incorporate in the in 

15 

struments certain fundamental principles of con 
Struction which I have found to be essential to 
the operability of devices of this character, as 
will hereinafter be more fully discussed. 

It is a well known fact that any sustained mu 
sical Sound can be analyzed into sine wave com 
ponents, and for a given pitch the tone may be 

20 monics of the fundamental. 

25 the middle and upper registers where harmonics 

analyzed into a fundamental tone of certain am 
plitude and various amplitudes of different har 

It has been found 
that in most musical tones the predominant har 
monics are those of the lower frequencies, and 
that harmonics above the eighth have very little 
effect in characterizing the tone, especially in 

of a higher order would lie above the range of audibility. - 

Thus most musical tones may be produced by 
definite combinations of the fundamental tone 30 with various proportions of the first eight har 

a monics. -- 

The instrument of my invention employs the 
tempered musical scale not only in the produc 
tion of the fundamentals but in the production 

8 of the various harmonics. As a result any de 

45 utes materially to the achievement of the pri 

sired chords may be played without causing audi t ble beats. 
It is thus the primary object of my invention 

do to provide an electrical instrument for the pro 
duetion of musical tones upon which any desired 
musical composition may be played. Incident to 
this broad object of my invention are numerous . 
other objects, the attainment of which contrib 
mary object. These objects appear more fully 
in the accompanying specification, and include 
the following: d - v 

(1) To provide an improved means for gen 
perating a plurality of currents of different fre 

quencies capable of being translated into musi 
cal sounds. t 

(2) To provide improved means for driving 
such generators at a constant speed. - - - - 

(3) To provide improved circuits by which cur 

1934, serial No. 707,280 - 
(C. 84-) 

rents from various generators may be combined or Synthesized. 
(4) To provide improved means for eliminating 

the noise produced upon completing and break 
ing the various circuits, sometimes referred to as 
the “key thump' or “key click" noise. 

(5) To provide an improved electrical circuit 
wherein a plurality of currents from different 
Sources may be combined additively without ap 
preciable cancellation or subtraction. - 

(6) To provide an electrical circuit in which 
Selected proportions of electrical energy derived 
from Sources of different frequencies may be com bined. 
. (7) To provide selective means for changing 

the quality of the tones produced by the instru ment. 
(8) To provide selective means for changing 

the relative proportions of the electrical energy 
drawn from the generators of the fundamental 
and the various harmonics thereof. 

(9) To provide Selective means for simulta 
neously determining the quality of all of the tones. 
produced upon depression of the keys of a manual. 

(10) To provide means for rapidly condition 
ing the instrument to produce tones of any one 
of a plurality of preselected qualities. 

(11) To provide means for easily changing 
Said preselected qualities of tone. 

(12) To provide means for adjusting the cur 
rents produced by the generators to compensate 
for unavoidable defects in the means ultilized to 
translate the currents into sound. 

(13) To provide an arrangement of a plurality 
of generators of different frequencies which re 
duces inductive coupling between the generators. 

(14) To provide an improved means for driv 
ing the generators at the different speeds re 
quired for the generation of the currents of dif ferent frequency. 

(15) To provide improved means for producing 
tremolo effects. 

(16) To provide improved methods of wiring 
the instrument wherein a number of the con 
ductors serve as a means for introducing high 
resistances into the circuit. 

(17) To provide an instrument of the type 
which is relatively light in weight and is portable. 

(18). To provide an instrument having a num 
ber of key manuals with improved means for 
changing the quality of the tones produced by 
playing upon the different manuals. 

(19) To produce similar generators for a plu 
rality of different frequencies in which compen 
sation may readily be made to cause the currents 
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produced by the generators when translated into 
sound to be of equal volume. 

(20) To provide a plurality of generators of 
currents of different frequencies in which a single 
countershaft comprising a plurality of articulated 
sections is utilized for driving all of the gen 
erators. 

(21) To provide a bank of generators for cur 
rents of different frequencies in a plurality of 
flexibly connected units, each, unit including a 
plurality of generators of frequencies which are 
exact multiples of one another and each unit 
being shielded from the remaining units. 

(22) To provide a plurality of generators for 
producing. Currents of different frequencies, made 
up of a plurality of similar units in which the 
rotor shafts of successive units are staggered rela 
tive to one another So that the rotor shafts of 
adjacent units may have a bearing in common. 

(23) To provide an improved resilient driving 
connection between the synchronous motor and 

25 

0 

55 

60 

the generators. 
(24) To provide an improved gearing arrange 

ment for driving the rotors of the generators at 
the required speed. 

(25) To provide an instrument in which chords 
may be played and in which all of the electrical 
current of the same frequency. whether utilized 
in the various tones as fundamentals or as har 
monics is derived from a common source. 

(26) To provide an instrument in which di 
minution of the output derived from a given gen 
erator is obtained by a method which decreases 
the impedance of the output circuit. 

(27) To provide an instrument having a plu 
rality of keyboards in which there is a duplica 
tion of tone range and in which tones of dif 
ferent quality may be controlled by the different 
keyboards, in such manner that the depression of 
corresponding keys on two or more keyboards will 
result in a true combination of the individual 
tones produced thereby, without substantial 
energy loSS. 

(28) To provide an instrument having a plu 
rality of alternating current generators of differ 
ent frequency capable of generating relatively 
strong currents and by Suitable resistances de 
creasing the actual currents utilized to a relatively 
small percentage of the possible output of the 
generators, combining the currents produced by 
various selected generators in predetermined 
relative proportions, and amplifying the com 
posite current and translating it into Sound. 

(29) To provide means for compensating for 
the differences in the energy of the currents pro 
duced by the generators of different frequencies. 
Other objects are the provision of an elec 

trical musical instrument which may be eco 
nomically produced in large quantities, in which 
there is a relatively small number of parts, in 
which the various elements may be readily as 
sembled, and which will be durable. 

Further objects will appear from the follow 
ing description, reference being had to the ac 
companying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of the instrument; 
Fig. 2 is a horizontal sectional view showing 

the pedal keyboard and swell pedal; 
Fig. 3 is a vertical cross-sectional view of the 

upper and lower manuals and the generator as 
Sembly; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged vertical Sectional view - 
of the assembly of the generators; 

Figs. 5, 5a and 5b together constitute a plan 
view of the assembly of generators and the syn 

1956,850 
chronous motor for driving the same, various . 
parts thereof being shown in fragmentary sec 
tion better to illustrate details; 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged vertical cross-sectional 
view of the synchronous motor and its driving 
connections; 

Fig. 7 is a vertical Sectional view taken on the 
line 7-7 of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 is a greatly enlarged vertical sectional 
view showing the mounting of the generator 
rotors; 

Fig. 9 is a central vertical sectional view show 
ing the bearing construction for the countershaft 

80 

85 

sections and the flexible coupling connecting the 
countershaft sections; 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary sectional view taken 
on the line 10-10 of Fig. 8; 

Fig. 11 is a right side elevation of the synchro 
nous motor, various parts associated therewith 
being broken away to show detail, the view being 
taken substantially on the plane of line 11-11 
of Fig. 6; - 

Fig. 12 is a vertical Sectional view. Of the syn 

90 

95 

chronous motor taken on the line 12-12 of 
Fig. 6; 

Fig. i3 is a fragmentary plan view of a sec 
tion of multiple contact switches, parts thereof 
being shown in fragmentary section; 

Fig. 14 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view 
taken on the line 14-14 of Fig. 13; 

Fig. 15 is a fragmentary sectional view illus 
trating the method by which the Switch con 
tact members are mounted; 

Fig. 16 is a fragmentary Sectional view taken 
on the line 16-16 of Fig. 13, illustrating the 
means by which the Switch actuator is connected 
to the switch contact members; 

Fig. 17 is a transverse sectional view taken 
on the line 17-17 of Fig. 13; 

Fig. 18 is a vertical sectional view of the timbre 
selector mechanism; 

Fig. 19 is a sectional view taken on the line 
19-19 of Fig. 18; 

Fig. 20 is a vertical sectional view of the pedal 
keyboard taken on the line 20-20 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 21 is a plan view of a portion of the pedal 
keyboard with the pedals removed; 

Fig. 22 is a vertical sectional view of the swell 
pedal and associated mechanism taken on the 
line 22-22 of Fig. 23; 

Fig. 23 is a vertical sectional view of the Swell 
pedal mechanism taken on the line 23-28 of 
Fig. 22; 

Fig. 24 is a vertical sectional view of the stop 
key operated pre-set combination selector; 

Fig. 25 is a fragmentary plan view of the 
mechanism shown in Fig. 24, various parts be 
ing broken away to show the details of con 
Struction; 

Fig. 26 is a vertical sectional view of the in 
strument taken just inside the right-hand side 
Wall and showing the general arrangement of 
the mechanism; 

Figs. 27 and 27a, together constitute a sche 
matic wiring diagram of the instrument; and 

Figs. 28 and 28a constitute a chart usable in 
conjunction with the wiring diagram to indicate 
the connections not shown in the diagram and 
Setting forth the numbers of teeth, etc., in the 
various gearing utilized to drive the generators. 

General description 
The detailed description of the instrument of 

my invention will, I believe, be more readily un 
derstood if it is read with a previous general 
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1,956,850 
knowledge of the function and operation of the 
instrument as a whole. The following brief de 
scription is intended to furnish such general un 
derstanding of the invention. 
The exemplary embodiment of my invention 

which is herein illustrated and described, Com 
prises a console having two manuals, one having 
keys extending throughout the usual range of 
the musical scale, and the other having keys for 
the notes of the upper half of the Scale. In ad 
dition to the manuals there is a pedal keyboard 
covering a limited range of bass notes. The 
instrument operates upon the principle of Syn 
thetically producing electrical waves of the de 
sired frequency, and including various propor 
tions of harmonics necessary to produce a tone 
of the desired quality or tone color. The cur 
rents generated in the instrument are of low 
voltage and amperage and are fed through a 
transformer to an amplifier and translated into 
sound by means of a suitable loud Speaker. 
The means for generating the electric currents 

of different frequencies comprises a plurality of 
alternators, one for each frequency necessary to 
produce the fundamental of the tempered musi 
cal scale, the voltages of currents generated by 
the different alternators being adjusted so that 
the tones produced upon the depression of indi 
vidual keys are of equal intensity or loudness. 
Each alternator comprises a permanent magnet 
wound with a coil, the coils of the generators of 
the lower frequencies having a larger number of 
turns than those of the alternators for the high 
er frequencies, thus making it easier to adjust the 
alternators for generating currents which will 
be translated into sounds of equal intensity. 
The rotors of the alternators are driven from 

a constant speed motor, preferably a Synchro 
nous motor, which may be supplied with alter 
nating current from a source of regulated fre 
quency, or may be supplied with an interrupted 
direct current produced by a tuning fork inter 
rupter. If the interrupted current is used, ad 
justment of the frequency of vibration of the 
tuning fork may be made, thus in effect "tuning' 
the instrument. This may be desirable when the 
instrument is to be used in an orchestra or is to 
be accompanied by another musical instrument 
which cannot be readily tuned. 
The alternators are driven from a countershaft 

which is connected to the synchronous motor by 
a highly elastic flexible coupling. The counter 
shaft is made in sections which are coupled to 
gether by a simple type of universal joint, each 
section of the countershaft having a number of 
driving gears attached thereto. Each of the driv 
ing gears meshes with two driven gears, which 
are mounted for rotation on rotor shafts, and 
are flexibly connected to rotate the latter through 
a very light spring. 

In the embodiment shown and described here 
in, there are 89. alternators, there being seven 
different shapes of rotors employed, the rotors 
having respectively 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 high 
points. Generally speaking, there are two rotors 
upon each rotor shaft, although in Some instances 
there is only one rotor on the rotor shaft. Each 
key controls a plurality of switches, in the pres 
ent embodiment seven in number. The Seven 
contacts closed by the depression of a key close 
seven separate circuits to seven different alter 
nators, the alternators developing currents hav 
ing the fundamental n frequency and other fre 
quencies which are either exactly or very closely 
2n, 3, 4n, 5n, 6n, and 8m. The closing of these 

3 
switches by the keys connects these generators 
respectively to bus-bars, there being one bus-bar 
to receive currents of frequencies corresponding 
to the fundamentals of tones to be produced, and 
separate bus-bars to receive currents of frequen 
cies corresponding (either exactly or approxi 
mately) to each of the enumerated harmonics. 
These bus-bars are adapted to be connected to 
the primary of an output transformer, a selector 
device being provided whereby the bus-bars may 
be connected to a selected number of turns of 
said transformer primary. Since, generally 
Speaking, the apparent increase in intensity of 
a musical tone does not vary directly with the 
increase in energy utilized in propagating the 
tone, the primary of the transformer is tapped at 
intervals of increasing numbers of turns so that 
the apparent loudness of a musical tone may be 
increased in apparently regular steps by passing 
the current through a geometrically increasing 
number Cf turns of the primary of the trans 
former. Each of the bus-bars may, through the 
Selector device, be connected to any desired tap 
of the primary. 
A Selector device as above generally described is 

provided for the main or lower manual, as well 
as for the upper manual and, with slight differ 
ences, for the pedal keys. In addition, a pre-set 
combination selector is provided for each of the 
SelectCrs by misans of which the bus-bars may be 
Substantially simultaneously connected to pre 
Selected tap3 on the primary of the transformer 
Increly by the depression of a single key closing 
a plurality of SWitch contacts. 
With the apparatus above briefly outlined, a 

musical tone of any desired quality (within rea 
Sonable limits) may be produced merely by proper 
Selection and proper proportioning of the energy 
CC1'responding to the fundamental frequency of 
the tone, and that corresponding to its harmonics. 
Both manuals and the pedal keyboard utilize cur 
rent from the same alternators, and the circuit 
arrangement is such that if current from a single 
generator is necessary for the production of par 
tials in a plurality of tones when a plurality of 
keys are simultaneously depressed, the generator 
will Supply increased energy to the primary of 
the transformer, depending upon the number of 
tinnes that current of that particular frequency 
is present either as a fundamental or as a har 
monic. Since all of the current of a certain 
frequency is supplied from the same alternator, 
the currents are necessarily in absolute synchro 
nism and in phase. As a result, chords may be 
played upon the instrument while retaining the 
true tone quality of the individual notes compos 
ing the chord. 

General features of construction 
The instrument of my invention may be 

mounted in any suitable console, herein illus 
trated as comprising a rear wall 200 (Figs. 1 
and 2), Side walls 202 and 204, and an upper 
manual cover 206 upon which a music rack 208 
may be mounted. The instrument comprises . . 
an upper manual 210 consisting of keys C3 to C6 
inclusive, a lower manual 212 consisting of keys 
Fo to C6 inclusive, and pedals 214, Co to G1 in 
clusive and a volume control or swell pedal 216. 
The instrument is connected by a cable 218 to 
a loud speaker unit 220 which may, if desired, 
be located some distance from the console, or 
may be mounted in the console. The quality of 
the tone of the bass pedals is controlled by se 
lectors 222, the quality of the tones produced by 
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the lower manual is controlled by selectors 224, 
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and the quality of tone produced by the upper 
manual is controlled by selectors 226. Pre-set 
combination selector keys 228 are provided for 
changing the tone quality of the lower manual 
to any one of six pre-set combinations of funda 
mentals and harmonics, these keys corresponding 
to some of the stops on a conventional pipe organ. 
Keys 230 are control means similar to the keys 
228 for changing the tone quality for the upper 
manual to any one of a plurality of pre-set com 
binations. 

The synchronous motor 
The power for Operating the instrument is de 

rived from a synchronous motor illustrated in 
Figs. 6, 7, and 12, which comprises a plurality 
of laminations 240 which are of the shape of a 
hollow rectangle having inwardly extending pole 
projections 242. Additional laminations 244 in 
which the pole projections 242 are not present, 
are secured at each side of the laminations 240, 
and two pairs of imperforate laminations 246 form 
closures for the opening formed by the other 
laminations, the laminations 240, 244 and 246 be 
ing clamped together by bolts 250. The bolts 250 
adjacent the ends of the laminations are pro 
vided with spacers 252 and project through a 
pair of supporting plates 254, the upper ends of 
which have flanges 256 which are bolted to a 
bed plate 258, washers 260, of rubber or other 
suitable material, being located on each side of 
the flanges 256 to form a cushion mounting for 
the motor. 
A pair of bearing bushings 262 are Secured in 

the two pairs of laminations 246 respectively, a 
rotor shaft 264 being journalled in these bearings. 
A six-pole laminated rotor 266 is suitably secured 
to the rotor shaft 264 in alignment with the pole 
projections 242 of the laminations 240. . A start 
ing shaft 268 is mounted in bearings 270 secured 
in the supporting plates 254, the shaft being nor 
mally pressed to the right (Fig. 6) by a com 
pression coil spring 272, one end of which bears 
against the left-hand bearing bushing 270 and 
the other end bearing against a collar 274 which 
is secured to the shaft. A jaw clutch member 276 
is secured to the starting shaft 268 and forms 
a hub for a gear 278 which is adapted to mesh 
with a pinion 280 rotatably mounted upon the 
end of the rotary shaft 264 and held thereon by 
a collar 282 pressed on the shaft. A ratchet wheel 
284 is secured to the pinion 280 and is adapted 
to be engaged by a spring pressed pawl 286 car 
ried by a disc 288 which is non-rotatably secured 
to the shaft 264. 
A pinion 290 is secured to the shaft 264 adjacent 

the disc 288 for driving the tremolo mechanism 
to be hereinafter described. The left-hand end 
of the rotor shaft is provided with a collar 292 
which is tightly pressed thereon. An inertia ele 
ment 294 mounted on a hub 296 is rotatable upon 
the end of the rotor shaft 264, a friction washer 
298 being interposed between the inertia element 
294 and the collar 292 to cause a certain amount 
of frictional resistance to relative movement of 
the inertia element 294 and the shaft 264. Rela 
tive movement of the inertia element and the 
shaft 264 is positively limited by a pin 300 passing 
through the collar 292 and shaft 264 and having 
its ends projecting from the collar, the ends of 
the pin 300 being adapted to engage stop pins 
302 pressed into the inertia element 294. A pair 
of tension coil springs 306 have their inner ends 

to Secured to a disc 308 peened to the collar 292 and 
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their outer ends secured to pins 310 secured in the 
inertia element 294. A countershaft section 312 
is secured to the bushing 296 of the inertia ele 
ment 294 So as to rotate therewith. 

The alternating current generators and drive 
therefor 

The tone wheel rotors for the alternators are 
mounted in a suitable unitary frame composed of 
a plurality of frame plates or sheets 314 shown 
in FigS. 4, 5, 5a, and 5b. The frame plates 314 
which are of magnetic material, are held in prop 
erly Spaced relation by a plurality of bars 36 
which have notches 318 formed therein engaging 
the frame plates 314. The bars 316 project 
through slots 320 formed in the frame plates and 
are held in position with their notches 318 en 
gaging the frame plates by a pair of wires 322, 
Fig. 4. 
The frame plates 314 each have four apertures 

324 punched therein (Fig. 4) through which pairs 
of bars 325, 326, extending the length of the gen 
erator assembly, project. A magnet supporting 
plate 328 is positioned between the bars 325, 326, 
and extends between adjacent frame plates 314, 
there being two magnet supporting plates 328 
for each of the compartments formed by the 
frame plates 314. Each of the magnet support 
ing plates 328 is held in place by a pair of screws 
329, 330. The screw 329 projects through a bar 
331 extending longitudinally the full length of 
the assembly, through a suitable opening in a 
side plate 332, through an opening in the bar 
325 and is threaded in a tapped hole formed in 
the bar 326. Similarly, the screw 330 extends 
through a cross bar 333 and opening in the side 
plate 332, an opening in the upper cross bar 325 
and is threaded in a tapped hole in the upper 
Cross bar 326. Rods 334, 335 project through 
Suitable openings in the frame plates 314 and aid 
in keeping these plates in alignment. 
The generator frame assembly is suitably sup 

ported from a board 336 by a plurality of pairs 
of bolts 338 which project through a top plate 
339 of insulating material, through suitable strips 
342 of felt or similar material, and through suit 
able channels 344, 346, the upper faces of which 
are provided with felt strips 348, 350. The frame 
plates 314 are thus clamped between the felt 
Strips 340, 342, and 348, 350. The generator as 
Sembly is spaced from the board 336 by a pair 
of Wooden strips 352, 354 which have slots 356 
formed therein to receive the wiring, as will here 
inafter appear. 

Each of the frame plates 314 has a central ver 
tical slot 358, these slots being provided to re 
ceive countershaft bearings 360 which are held in 
place at lower ends of the slots by filler strips 
362, the latter being clamped in place by a pair 
of washers 364 and a bolt 366. Lateral movement 
of the bearing 360 is prevented by a washer 368 
which, together with a flange on the bearing, 
forms an annular groove to receive the edge of 
the plate 314 and the end of the filler strip 362. 
There are a plurality of countershaft sections 

370, 372, 374, 376, 378, 380 and 382, (Figs. 5, 5a 
and 5b) each of which is mounted in a pair of 
bearingS 360. Driving gears 101 and 102 are se 
cured to the countershaft section 382; driving 
gears 103, 104 and 105 to the countershaft section 
380; driving gears 106, 107, 108 and 109 to the 
countershaft section 378; driving gears 110, 111, 
112 and 113 to the countershaft section 376; driv 
ing gears 114, 115, 116 and 117 to countershaft 
Section 374; driving gears 118, 119, 120 and 121 to 
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countershaft section 372; and driving gears 122, 
123 and 124 to countershaft Section 370. The 
countershafts are interconnected for limited rel 
ative universal movement by connectors 384 (Fig. 
9) each of which has a pair of projections 386 at 
each end, these projections fitting rather loosely 
in suitable holes formed in the driving gears 101 
to 124 which are located at the ends of the coun 
tershaft Sections. Those of the plates 314 
through which the connectors 384 project have 
suitable openings 388 formed therein SO as to per 
mit free rotation of the connectorS. 
The countershaft section 370 (Fig. 6) has a col 

lar 390 secured thereto, the collar having a pair 
of holes 391 formed therein to receive pins 392 
carried by a coupling sleeve 394. The latter fits 
over the end of the shaft 370 and forms a Sup 
porting bearing for the adjacent end of counter 
shaft section 312. A torsion coil spring 396 of 
considerable length has one end anchored to the 
sleeve 394 and the other end secured to a collar 
398, pinned to the shaft 312. The coil spring 
holds the sleeve 394 against the collar 391 with 
the pins 392 in the holes 391. IDue to the great 
length of the spring 396 and the relatively Small 
diameter of the wire used, the Spring forms an ex 
ceedingly elastic driving connection between the 
countershaft sections 312 and 370. The bearing 
of the countershaft section 312 in the sleeve 394 
forms a frictional means for dissipating a Small 
amount of energy upon relative rotation of the 
countershaft sections 312 and 370 to aid in damp 
ing hunting. The friction developed in the 
spring 396 between adjacent turns which are 
tightly wound, also operates in the same manner. 

Each of the frame plates 314 has a pair of 
rotor shaft bearings 400 pressed therein, as shown 
in Fig. 8. Rotor shafts 402 are journaled in these 
bearings 400 and have a pair of bushings 404 
pressed thereon. The bushings 404 have shoul 
diers 406 formed thereon, over which the rotors 
1 to 89 are pressed. These rotors or tone wheels 
have either 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, or 128 high points 
formed thereon, as indicated in the third column 
of the chart, Figs. 28 and 280. 
The rotors are formed of magnetic material 

and the shape thereof is accurately computed 
so that the current produced, as will hereinafter 
appear, is substantially of true sine wave form. 
A driven gear, (131 to 154 and 161 to 184 inclu 
sive) is mounted upon each of the rotor shafts 
402, the gear being provided with a crescent 
shaped slot 408 through which a pin 410 projects, 
the pin 410 passing through Suitable drilled holes 
412 formed in the flanges of bushings 404 and 
forming a positive limiting stop for movement 
between the bushings and the gear. A length 
414 of fine spring wire projects through a small 
hole 416 formed in the driven gear 149 (Fig. 8), 
the ends of the spring wire projecting through 
suitable holes 418 formed in the radial flanges of 
the bushings 404, and being bent Over to prevent 
the wire from moving out of place. Due to the 
fact that the spring wire 414 makes it necessary 
for the rotor to rotate with the driven gear 149, 
(although there may be relative oscillation of 
these parts) the drive between the rotor and the 
gear may be termed a resilient non-slipping driv 
ing connection. The bushings 404 have hollow 
cylindrical portions 420 which limit lateral slid 
ing movement of the gear on the shaft. The 
rotor shafts 402 are not in alignment but are 
alternately staggered making it possible to use 
a single bearing member 400 as a bearing for the 
ends of adjacent shafts. The bearing member 

5 
400 may be of any suitable anti-friction material. 

In Some instances the rotor shaft carries but 
one rotor, in which case a blank disc 422 (Fig. 5) 
of non-magnetic material is secured to the bush 
ing 404 So as to balance the other rotor and to 
give the assembly the proper rotary moment of 
inertia. 
A plurality of permanent magnets 424 (Fig. 4) 

are mounted in bushings 426 Secured to the side 
plates 332, the magnets projecting through suit 
able openings formed in the magnet supporting 
plates 328. Each of the bushings 426 is provided 
with a set Screw 428 so that the magnet may be 
locked in adjusted position. A coil 430 is mount 
ed upon each of the magnets 424 adjacent the 
point 432 thereof, one terminal of the coil being 
grounded and the other terminal being connected 
by a conductor 434 to a soldering lug 436 riveted 
to the insulating top plate 339. In Fig. 5a por 
tions of the generators are omitted. 
The four rotors (in a few instances three) 

which are mounted between a pair of adjacent 
frame plates 314, are adapted to generate cur 
rents whose frequencies are multiples of one an 
Other. This relationship will be apparent from 
the third column of the chart, Figs. 28 and 28a. 
In this way inductive coupling between the gen 
erators in a single compartment is not very ob 
jectionable, since the presence of a slight har 
monic cannot cause discord. It will be under 
stood that each group of generators is shielded 
from its adjacent group by the frame plates 314 
which are of a magnetic material such as lami 
nation iron. 
The current generated by each of the genera 

tors or alternators may be very accurately con 
trolled by moving the permanent magnet 424 
toward Or away from the periphery of its asso 
ciated tone wheel rotor. Having been mgved to 
the desired position, it may be firmly locked in 
place by tightening the set screw 428. 

It is of very great importance that the rotors 
be very accurately centered on their respective 
shafts, so that the minimum air gap between the 
point. 432 of the magnet and the rotor will be 
constant as the rotor is turned. To accomplish 
this result, I prefer to form the tone wheel on 
a hobbing machine, press it on its bushing, 404, 
very accurately center the tone wheel by a col 
let which engages the periphery thereof, and 
then bore the bushing. In this way the hole in 
the bushing will be very accurately centered with 
respect to the periphery of the wheel. The bush 
ing is then pressed on the shaft. 
A Second very important requirement is that 

the tone wheels be rotated at as constant a speed 
aS is possible. In the construction above de 
Scribed this constant speed of rotation is obtained 
first by using a Synchronous motor. As is well 
known, most power companies now regulate the 
speed of their alternators with a very high degree 
of accuracy SO that the frequency variation in 
the current generated and supplied to the con 
SumerS does not vary from the standard fre 
quency by more than a fraction of a percent, 
and furthermore, that such slight variations in 
frequency are not sudden but usually take place 
gradually during extended periods of time. Thus, 
the Synchronous motor will run at a very nearly 
constant speed. The synchronous motor is, how 
ever, Subject to slight hunting. This hunting is 
practically eliminated or is at least greatly re 
duced by the use of the inertia wheel 294. If 
the rotor tends to hunt, the inertia wheel 294 
will move relative to the motor shaft and due 
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6 
to the interposition of the friction washer 298 
will dissipate the greater portion of the energy 
which tends to cause the motor to hunt. 
The shaft 312 will not, however, be driven at 

sufficiently constant speed to obtain good results 
from the instrument, and I have therefore in 
terposed resilient or flexible and frictional cou 
pling means in the form of the long torsion Spring 
396. This spring serves as a further means to 
absorb the energy which would otherwise be ex 
pended in accelerating and decelerating the 
countershaft. 
The countershaft sections 370 etc. are there: 

fore driven at a very nearly constant Speed. It 
is, however, practically impossible to produce 
meshing gears and pinions which are capable of 
transmitting power from one shaft to another 
with the required high degree of accuracy. For 
example, suppose that if a gear having an out 
side diameter of one inch, for instance, should 
be made so that its true pitch circle should run 
eccentric by one thousandth of an inch, it would 
follow that the driven gear would be alternately 
accelerated and retarded during each revolution 
of the driving gear in an amount Such that the 
low speed would compare to the high Speed in 
the proportion of 499 to 501. Such a change of 
speed of the driven assembly would cause highly 
objectionable changes in speed of the driven ro 
tors and would spoil the quality of the music 
produced. - 

It is because of this fact that slight differences 
in what might appear to be trifling features of 
construction will render the instrument inopera 
tive satisfactorily to produce musical composi 
tions, that it is necessary to describe the con 
struction of the parts and the physical constants 
involved in greater detail than might ordinarily 
be required. It is believed that the failure of 
other experimenters in this field to appreciate 
these limiting factors is responsible in a great 
measure for the fact that none of them. Succeeded 
in producing an operative instrument of this type. 

In early attempts to build a machine of this 
nature, I thought it would be possible to drive 
the generators with rigid commercial gearing. 
All such attempts failed, notwithstanding the 
most elaborate precautions in cutting accurate 
gears. It must be remembered that the rotor of 
the alternator in its close proximity to the field 
pole constitutes a magnetic type of microphone 
in which any change of motion of the wheel is 
translated into current which is amplified along 
with the current which it is desired to produce. 
Due to the imperfection of any gearing which 
it is possible to make by ordinary machine shop 
practice, the driven gear will of necessity rotate 
at a varying speed. It will not only do this be 
cause of the eccentricity of pitch circles, irreg 
ularity of teeth, and the like, but will be thrown 
forward and will be retarded by a slapping action 
in the clearance between teeth. Furthermore, it 
is not the amount of such relative motion which 
counts but it is the forces developed in Such mo 
tion which are of importance. 
To illustrate this point I call attention to the 

fact that the voltage of a current generated in 
the coil is proportional to the rate of change of 
flux in the magnet. The rate of change of flux 
is in turn proportional to the rate of change of 
motion of the wheel. The rate of change of 
motion of the wheel is proportional to the forces 
acting upon the wheel, which is very different 
from motion which these forces produce. This 
effect is strikingly illustrated by tapping a tone 
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wheel with a small hard object. The blow may 
be so small as to produce insignificant motion of 
the wheel, but will result in a loud crash of 
sound in the output of the apparatus. Thus the 
slapping action between teeth of rigidly con 
nected gearing will produce extraneous noises in 
the output as well as changes in pace of the 
wheel which will mar the quality of the tones 
produced. 
There is a certain Small amount of friction be 

tween the driven gear 404 (Fig. 8) and the rotor 
shaft 402, and the rotors and bushings to which 
they are attached have a certain rotary moment 
of inertia. The resiliency of the spring is such 
that the period of hunting which can take place 
between the gear 149 and the rotors is relatively 
slow. Thus any hunting which may take place 
will be at a frequency below the audible range, 
and if the resultant variations of the current 
produced by the generators is sufficient to be 
audible in the sound produced, the effect will 
be that of a slight tremolo, which Will not detract 
from the musical quality of the tone but rather 
enhance it. 

It is obvious that once the Spring is introduced 
between the driven gear and the rotor, the max 
imum value of force due to acceleration and 
deceleration which can be transmitted to the 
wheels is limited to the amount of force neces 
sary to flex the spring through an angle suffi 
cient to compensate for angular inaccuracies of 
the gear drive. If this force is thus limited it 
follows that the rate of change of flux and con 
sequently the voltage of an extraneous frequency 
is limited to an exceedingly Small value. 
The importance of uniform speed of rotation 

of the wheels cannot be overemphasized. The 
arrangement of Synchronous motor and drive 
just described constitutes the mechanical equiva 
lent of an electrical filter circuit, in which the 
relatively rough speed of the armature of the 
Synchronous motor is conveyed to the loose fly 
wheel 294 in such manner that the change of 
speed of the fly wheel is less pronounced than 
that of the armature. The more even speed of 
the fly wheel is then communicated through the 
resilient Spring drive to the countershaft system 
in Such manner that the changes in speed of 
the latter are less pronounced than that of the 
fly wheel. The resilient drive between the tone 
wheels themselves and the driven gear causes 
the tone wheels to turn even more smoothly. 

In the manufacture of the rotor assemblies and 
the means for driving the rotors, a high degree 
of accuracy in the making and assembling of the 
parts is required, but in using the rotor con 
struction and drive therefor which I have. in 
vented, the requirement for accuracy is not suffi 
ciently stringent to prohibit manufacture of the 
instrument on a commercial production basis. 
Without the resilient drive for the tone wheels, 
it would not be feasible to endeavor to manu 
facture an instrument of this type on a commer 
cial basis and it is questionable whether a de 
vice could be made on an experimental basis . 
With Sufficient accuracy to accomplish the de 
sired result, 
With the construction of my invention the 

frame which supports the generator is, as a 
Whole, relatively flexible and no extremely high 
degree of accuracy is necessary in its mounting. 
In fact, the frame may be warped c6nsiderably 
without interfering with the satisfactory opera 
tion of the generators. This is due to the fact 
that each compartment between successive 
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frame plates 314 is constructed as a unit, and 
each individual generator may be adjusted to 
deliver the desired current strength without af 
fecting the adjustment of the other generators. 
As above stated, I believe that the failures of 

prior experimenters with this type of instrument 
were due largely to the lack of the provision of 
means for driving the generators at a constant 
Speed. For example, in a generator driven di 
rectly by gears, the irregularities in the speed of 
the generator due to the unavoidable irregular 
ities in gear teeth even though machine cut with 
precision tools, Would be so great as to cause the 
tones produced to vary in pitch to such an ex 
tent that the "music' would be intolerable. Sim 
ilarly, in experimental devices in which the gen 
erators were driven by belts, the slight slippage 
of the belts or even slight variations in the ten 
Sion and thickness of the belt caused by varia 
tions in temperature and humidity, would re 
Sult in Such excessive variations in the pitch of 
the tone produced as to render the instrument 
valueless, except possibly as a means for sound 
ing one note at a time. 

It will be noted that in the construction in 
vented by me, the rotors are mounted adjacent 
the ends of the rotor shaft, and that only two 
rotors are mounted on a single rotor shaft. It 
is therefore possible to straighten the rotor shaft 
So that both rotors will turn concentrically. 

Key action and key suitches 
Referring to Fig. 1, the lower key manual com 

prises keys Fo to C6 bearing reference charac 
ters corresponding to the notes of the musical 
Scale. As shown in Fig. 3, each of the black 
keys of the keyboard, comprises a body 440 hav 
ing a slot 442 at its rearward end to receive a 
Support 444 to which it is pivoted by a rod 446 
which may extend the full length of the key 
board. The Supports 444 fit in suitable slots 
formed in straps 448 and 450 which are suitably 
Secured to the framework of the keyboard. The 
forward ends of the bodies 440 of the keys are 
provided with recesses 452 which receive pins 
454 which serve as guides for compression coil 
Springs 456. Upward movement of the black keys 
is limited by a strip 458 of felt or other suitable 
material. 
Each of the white keys comprises a body 460, 

the rearward end of which is pivotally supported 
in the same nanner as the black keys, and which 
is provided at its forward end with a projecting 
flange 462. The key is normally held in its up 
permost position by a compression coil spring 464 
held in position by a pin 466, the upper end of 
which projects through an opening formed in the 
flange 462. Upward movement of the white keys 
is limited by a strip of felt 468 secured to the in 
wardly turned flange of a front finishing plate 
470. The downward movement of the white keys 
is limited by a felt faced stop 472 extending lon 
gitudinally of the keyboard, whereas downward 
movciment of the black keys is limited by a felt 
faced stop 474 likewise extending the length of 
the keyboard. Each of the black keys and each 
of the white keys is provided with an adjustable 
set screw 476 for the operation of the contact 
Switches. 

Referring to Figs. 3, and 13 to 17 inclusive, the 
contact switches 477 are supported by a plurality 
of vertical plates 478 which have lugs 479 peened 
to a horizontal Supporting plate 480, the latter 
being suitably secured to the top board 336 (Fig. 
3). The vertical Supporting plates 478 are each 
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provided with a pair of elongated vertical slots 
482 to receive a number of strips 484, 486 of in 
Sulating material. These strips each have notches 
Spaced along one edge thereof which are adapt 
ed to engage the plates 478, this engagement be 
ing maintained by a number of wires 488, 490, 
which hold the strips 484 and 486 at the upper 
and lower ends respectively of the slots 482. 
AS shown in Fig. 14, the strips 484, 486 are 

each provided with a plurality of rows of apertures 
492, there being one vertical row for each key of 
the keyboard. Switch contact elements 494, as 
best shown in Figs. 13 and 15, are carried in the 
Supporting strips 484, 486. The contact members 
494 are conformed that they may be slipped 
through the apertures 492 from the left (Figs. 13 
and 15), being held against retraction by the 
engagement of a notch 498 with the insulating 
Strip 484. The end of the contact member 494 
adjacent the notch 498 has a longitudinal slot 500 
formed therein, so that the end of the member 
may be bent as indicated in Fig. 15 to allow the 
ends to Spring outwardly and cause engagement 
of the notch 498 with the strip 484. 
The member 494 is preferably made of spring 100 

bronze. The end of the member 494 has a 
notched extending portion 502 for facilitating the 
making of a soldered connection with a wire. 
Each of the vertical rows of contact members 494 
is provided with an actuator 504 suitably slotted 105 
to embrace the contact members and held in po 
Sition by a pair of shoulders 506 formed on each 
of the contact members and by a strip 508 of 
insulating material which rests upon the lower 
most of the row of contact members. The insu- 110 
lating strip 508 projects through slots 510 formed 
in the intermediate contact members 494 and is 
held against removal by the uppermost of the 
contact members 494 since the slot in the latter 
is not as long as the slots 510 formed in the in- 15 
termediate contact members. 
A rivet 512, preferably made of silver but which 

may be made of other suitable material, is secured 
at the end of each of the contact members 494, 
forming a contact point for engagement with 120 
bus-bars 514,515, 516, 517, 518, 519 and 520, each 
of which preferably has a strip 522 of silverse 
cured thereto. The silver strip is preferably au 
togenously secured to the bus-bar which may be 
made of a baser metal. The bus-bars 514 to 520 125 
each has associated therewith a strip 524 of in 
Sulating material, the bus-bars and insulating 
strips being secured to the horizontal supporting 
plate 480 by bolts 526 which are suitably insulat 
ed from the bus-bars. 
From the above description of the contact 

Switches it will be apparent that although a large 
number is required for a single instrument, they 
can be relatively economically manufactured and 
assembled. After having secured the strips 484, 135 
486 in place, all except the upper contact member 
494 need merely be pushed into place until their 
notches 498 engage the strip 484, and then after 
inserting the insulating strip 508 the uppermost 
contact member 494 may be pushed into place, 140 
thus locking the actuator 504 in position, since 
the insulating strip 508 is held against removal 
by the uppermost contact member. The bus 
bars 514 to 520 need, of course, merely be assem 
bled upon the bolts 526 and clamped in place by 145 
tightening the nuts on these bolts. 
Each of the contact members 494 is connected 

by a high resistance wire 528 to one of the solder 
ing lugs 436 (Fig. 4) which are riveted to the 
insulating top plate 339 and which form one of 150 
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130 
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the terminals of each of the generators. The 
wires 528 are each of substantially the same length 
So as to offer the same amount of resistance and 
are led through slots 356 formed in the wooden 

5 strips 352, 354 (Fig. 4) to a longitudinally ex 
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tending central comb 530 which is riveted to an 
insulating strip. 532 secured to the board 336. By 
leading the wires 528 through the slots 356 and 
the slots in the comb 530, the slack in the wire may 
be taken up so that all of the wires will be taut 
and not tend to interfere with one another. 
The upper key manual 210, which comprises 

keyS C3 to Cs inclusive, is constructed in a man 
ner Substantially identical with that of the lower 
key manual and will therefore not be described 
in detail. The various parts of the upper key 
manual which correspond to those of the lower 
key manual have similar reference characters 
applied thereto, (except that the bus-bars are 
designated 514a to 520d instead of 514 to 520) 
and it is therefore believed that further descrip 
tion thereof is unnecessary. 
The pedal keyboard (Figs. 1, 20, and 21) con 

prises twenty pedals, twelve of which are white 
pedals 536, and eight of which are sharp or flat 
note blackpedals 537, the pedals being designated 
by the tones controlled thereby, namely, Co to G1. 
As shown in Fig. 20, the pedals are held against 
a pair of felt covered stops 538, 539, by a rela 
tively strong compression coil spring 540. Each 
of the pedals is held against lateral movement by 
a pin 541, the ends of which are anchored in the 
baseboard 542 and the stop 538, and which ex 
tends through a suitable slot 543 formed in the 
end of the key. The forward end of each key is 
guided by a pin 544 which projects into a drilled 
hole 545, and which is Surrounded by a feit pack 
ing 546. 

Suitable felt stops 547, 548 and 549 are provided 
to limit downward movement of the pedal. 
Seven contact switches 550 are provided for each 
of the pedals, these switches being arranged in 
groups of four and three, positioned in tandem. 
The contact switches of the group of three are 
adapted when the pedal is depressed to complete 
a circuit to a bus-bar 551, while the group of four 
completes a circuit to a bus-bar 552. It will be 
noted that one bus-bar thus provides the return 
circuit for three generators (the generator of the 
fundamental tone and its Second and third 
partial) while the other bus-bar provides a re 
turn circuit for four generators (namely, the 
fourth, fifth, sixth and eighth partials). The 
contact switches may be of the general construc 
tion above described with reference to the lower 
key manual, and the bus-bars preferably have 
contact surfaces of silver, and the contact points 
at the ends of the contact members are preferably 
silver rivets, as described above. 
The contact points of the contact members 550 

of a group, are pressed together and against the 
bus-bars 551, 552 respectively, by a plunger 553 
which is pressed outwardly from its housing 554 
by a compression coil spring 555. The degree of 
compression of the latter may be varied by means 
of an adjustable plug 556. The force necessary to 
close both groups of contacts for a single pedal is 
slightly less than that required to compress the 
spring 555. In normal operation when a pedal is 
pressed on either side of the spring 540, the 
plunger 553 will ordinarily not move in its hous 
ing 554. When, however, the foot is placed in the 
center of the pedal directly above the coil spring 
540, the pedal as a whole may be translated 
downwardly and thus the central portion of the 
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pedal will be moved a distance approximately 
twice as great as if the pedal were pressed upon 
either side of its center. Under these circum 
stances the plunger 553 will be forced inwardly 
into its housing 554 compressing the spring 555 
and thus preventing damage to the contact mem 
bers 550. When the forward end of the pedal is 
pressed it will be apparent that the rear stop 
538 will act as a pivot whereas when the pedal is 
pressed at a point in the rear of the coil spring 
540, the forward stop 539 will act as the pivot 
for the key. 
The Swell pedal mechanism (Figs. 22 and 23) 

Comprises a pedal board 564 mounted for pivotal 
movement upon a shaft 566, the shaft being sup 
ported upon a metal housing 568 which is suit 
ably secured to the baseboard of the instrument. 
A gear Segment 570 is Secured to the pedal 564. 
Pivotal movement of the pedal 564 is opposed by 
friction washers 571, 572 which surround the 
Shaft 566 and are pressed against the end of the 
pedal 564 and the gear segment 570 respectively 
by a strong compression coil spring 574 which 
Surrounds the shaft 566 and the tension of which 
may be adjusted by a nut 576 threaded on the 
end of the shaft 566. The casing 568 is sufi 
ciently flexible that the spring 574 will exert sufi 
cient pressure upon the pedal to hold it in any 
position to which it may be adjusted and fric 
tionally to oppose movement of the pedal so that 
it may be conveniently operated by means of the 
foot. The gear segment 570 meshes with a pinion 
577 Secured to the rotating shaft 578 of a 
potentiometer 580. The potentiometer is mount 
ed upon an insulating plate 582 secured to the 
housing 568 by a bolt 584. A shield 586 is provided 
to enclose the potentiometer 580. Oscillatory 
movement of the pedal 564 is limited by a pair of 
felt covered rods 581 mounted in the housing 568. 

Eacplanation of the chart, Figs. 28 and 28d. 

It may be well at this time to refer to the chart, 
FigS. 28 and 28a, from which the connections 
to the various key switches and to the various 
generators may readily be determined. This 
chart also indicates the reference characters of 
the driving and driven gears for each rotor to 
gether with the numbers of teeth on these gears. 
In the eighth column the frequency of the 

current generated by each of the rotors is in 
dicated. This frequency may readily be com 
pared with the theoretical frequency of the note 
in the equally tempered musical scale (A=440) 
which appears in the ninth column. 
In the tenth column the reference character 

of the rotor which is tutilized to generate the 
second partial (2n or twice the frequency of the 
current generated by the fundamental n rotor), 
is given. 
The eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth 

and fifteenth columns. Sinilarly given the refer 
ence characters of the rotors utilized in generat 
ing the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and eighth 
partials or harmonics of the fundamental for 
each of the keys. The second, fourth, and eighth 
partials are exact harmonics of the funda 
mental, while the third, fifth and sixth are as 
close as the tempered musical Scale permits. 
As an illustration, this chart may be read as 

follows: The line commencing C3 indicates that 
When this key is depressed a connection is made 
to the generator having rotor 37. The rotor 37 
has sixteen high points-and is driven by an 85 
tooth gear 102 on the countershaft and a 104 
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tooth gear 162 on the rotor shaft. The generator 
having. rotor 37 generates a current having a fre 
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quency of 261.538 cycles per second, which is very 
close to the theoretical frequency 261.625 of the 
note C3 in the equally tempered musical scale 
(A=440). Depression of the key C will also complete a 
circuit to the generators having rotors numbers 
49, 56, 61, 65, 68, and 73, these generators sup 
plying respectively substantially the second, third, 
fourth, fifth, sixth and eighth harmonics (the 
third, fifth and sixth harmonics will not be ex 
actly true harmonics but will have frequencies 
corresponding with notes of the equally tem 
pered musical scale). 

Electrical circuits-generators to keys 

Referring to Figs. 27 and 2.7a, the synchronous 
motor and the countershaft are diagrammatical 
ly illustrated as driving seven rotors. For the 
purposes of illustration the rotors selected are 
those which are usable in producing the tone of 
C3, these rotors being numbers 37, 49, 56, 61, 65 
68, and 73. The generator windings 430 which surround the 
permanent magnets 424 of these generators, each 
has one of its terminals connected to a common 
conductor indicated as a ground. Each of these 
windings 430 will have substantially the same 
impedance at the frequency which it normally 
generates, in the present instrument approx 
imately four ohms. The windings for the gen 
erators of the higher frequencies will therefore 
have a smaller number of turns than those of 
lower frequency. The other terminal of each of 
the generators has a plurality of the high re 
sistance wires 528 connected thereto. The gen 
erator 37, it will be apparent by reference to the 
chart Figs. 28 and 28a, is connected to eight dif 
ferent key switches, namely, the switch for p2dal 
Co, the Switches for keys Fo, Goff, C1, F1, C2, and 
C3 of the lower manual, and key C3 of the upper 
manual. In the diagram, (Figs. 27 and 27a) the key 
C3 of the upper manual, key C3 of the lower 
manual, and pedal Ci have been selected as illus 
trative of the remaining keys. It will be noted 
that the generator having the rotor 37 is con 
nected through a resistance 528 to a contact mem 
ber of the switch for upper manual key C3, 
through a similar resistance 528 to a contact 
member of the switch of the lower manual key 
C3 and through a similar resistance wire 528 to 
tha contact member of the base pedal C1. The 
remaining contact members controlled by the 
upper manual key C3 are respectively connected 
by means of resistance wires 528 to the gen 
erators 49, 56, 61, 65, 68 and 73 (the reference 
character of the rotor being for convenience: 
utilized as the reference character for the gen 
erator as a whole). The remaining contact mem 
bers of the lower manual key C3 are likewise re 
spectively connected by means of high resistance 
wires 528 to the last enunerated genserators. The 
base pedal C has one of its contact members 
connected to the generator 37 by means of a re 
sistance wire 528 as previously pointed out and 
another contact member connected to the gen 
erator 49. The remaining connections to the 
contact mambers of the pedal C1 are not illus 
trated in the wiring diagram since these mem 
bers are connected to the generators 13, 25, 32, 
41 and 44 respectively (see chart, Figs. 28 and 
28a). 

9 
Selectite synthesizer 

As shown in detail in Figs. 24 and 25, a plur 
rality of stop keys 588 are provided by means of 
which the relative proportions of electrical en 
ergy derived from the gen2rators of the different 
partials may be controlled so as to produce a 
tone of the desired timbre or quality. 
As shown in Fig. 1, it will be noted that there 

are four stop keys 588 in a group to control the 
tone quality for the upper key manual, and 
Seven stop keys 588 to control the tone quality 
for the lower manual. The stop keys 588 are piv 
otally mounted upon a rod 590 supported upon 
vertical plates 592 (Fig. 24) which have lugs 594 

3ned to a horizontal supporting plate 596. 
The vertical plates 592 in turn support vertical 
rows of contact members 494 which are operat 
ed by an actuator 504. The switch construction 
is substantially identical with that previously de 
Scribed and it is therefore unnecessary to de 
Scribe it in greater detail. 
The contact rivets 512 of these switches for 

the lower manual are adapted to make contacts 
with bus-bars 598, 599, 600, 601, 602, 603 and 
604 respectively. These bus-bars are connected 
by Suitable conductors with the bus-bars 514 to 
520 inclusive, respectively, as shown in the wiring 
diagram Figs. 27 and 27a. 
Each of the stop keys has an adjustable set 

Screw 606 threaded therein for engagement with 
the end of the actuator 504 and is provided with 
a slot 608 for engagement with a latch 610, 
There is a latch 610 for each stop key of each 
group, the latches of each group being fixedly se 
cured to a shaft 612 mounted in angle brackets 
614 by means of a collar 615 and set screws 616 
as shown in Fig. 25. 
One or more torsion springs 618 are provided 

normally to urge all of the latches 610 of a 
group Counterclockwise (Fig. 24), so that when 
a stop key 588 is depressed the latch 610 will, 
after the stop key reaches its lowermost position, 
move counterclockwise and retain tha stop key 
in depressed position. It will be noted that 
downward movement of a stop key will cause 
clockwise movement of all of the latches 610 
of the group a distance beyond that required 
to release any other stop keys which may have 
been held depressed, due to tha shape of the nose 
620 of the latch. Upward movement of the stop 
keys is limited by a felt faced stop 622 secured 
beneath the cover panel 624 which in turn is se 
cured to the horizontal plate 596 by screws 626, 
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a spacer 628 being interposed between the cover 13 
panel 624 and the upper adges of the vertical sup 
porting plates 592 thus aiding in holding the 
Switch assemblies firmly in position. 
Nine binding posts 630 are threaded in the base 

632, locked therein by a nut 634 which is held from 13 
rotating by a pin 636. A plurality of flexible wires 
638 each have one end connected to one of the 
contact members 494 (Fig. 24) and at their other 
end are Secured to a relatively thick brass washer 
640, a plurality of which may be placed over any 14 
One of the binding posts 630 and secured thereto 
by a thumb nut 642. 
The binding posts 630 are connected as indi 

cated in the wiring diagram, Figs. 27 and 27a, to 
various taps of the primary 644 of an output 14 
transformer having a core 646. By thus con 
necting the output of the generators of the fun 
damental and harmonics to cause the currents 
generated thereby to flow through different num 
bers of turns of the primary of the output trans- 1 
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former, the quality of the tone produced may be 
readily varied. The wires 638 permit the owner 
of the instrument to utilize the stop keys 588 rap 
idly to condition the instrument to produce tones 
of any desired quality and permit the owner to 
change the predetermined combinations at will, 
as will more fully appear hereinafter. 
As shown in Figs. 27 and 27a. One of the stop 

keys 588a shown at the right in Fig. 27 is adapted 
to connect the bus-bars 598 to 604 inclusive to 
slides 648 to 654 inclusive, respectively. 
As shown in Figs. 18 and 19, the slides 648 to 

654 each comprise a bar 656 having an upturned 
handle portion 658. The upper surfaces of these 
bars are marked with the numerals 0 to 8 inclu 
sive. The bars are longitudinally slidable in a pair 
of guide plates 660, 662 which are suitably aper 
tured to receive the bars and are secured to a 
block 664 of insulating material. Each of the slide 
bars 656 is provided with a resilient sliding con 
tact 666 which is adapted to make contact with 
any one of a plurality of bar-shaped conductors 
668 to 676 inclusive, which are in turn connected 
to the various taps on the primary 644 of the out 
put transformer. The sliding movement of the 
slide bar 656 is limited by a pair of stop pins 678, 
679, secured thereto. 

Each of the slide bars 656 has a flexible con 
ductor 680 secured at the inner end thereof, the 
conductor being sufficiently elastic to permit the 
slide to move freely back and forth. So as to bring 
the sliding contact 666 into electrical contact with 
any one of the conductor bars 668 to 676. The 
latter bars are imbedded sufficiently deeply in the 
insulating block 664 that portions of the latter 
project above the upper surface of the bars and 
thus enable the sliding conductor 666 to act as a 
resilient detent for the slide bars, holding then in 
set position against accidental displacement due 
to inadvertent jarring of the instrument. 
The conductors 680 are connected by wires 682 

to the vertical row of the contact members of the 
stop key 588a shown at the right in Fig. 27a. 
When this latter key is depressed the bus-bars 514 
to 520 of the lower key manual switches will be 
connected through the bar conductors 598 to 604 
inclusive to the slide bars 648 to 654 inclusive re 
spectively. The slide bars may then be selectively 
positioned to cause all of the currents generated 
by the various generators of partials of depressed 
keys of the lower manual to flow to any one of the . 
desired taps on the primary 644 of the output 
transformer. The fundamental tone current pro 
duced by the generator 37 upon the depression 
of key C3, for example, may be conducted through 
a greater or lesser number of turns of the pri 
mary of the transformer by shifting the slide 
bar 648. Similarly, the current from the genera 
tors 49, 56, 61, 65, 68 and 73 may be conducted 
through the desired number of turns of the trans 
former by suitable manipulation of the slide bars 
649 to 654 inclusive, respectively. The relative 
proportions of the currents from the generator 
of the fundamental and the generators of the va 
rious harmonics may thus be readily adjusted to 
produce a musical tone of the desired quality. 

Output circuit 
The various bus-bars 668 to 676, inclusive, are 

connected to taps on the primary transformer. 
The bus-bar 668 is grounded. The number of 
turns of the primary transformer between the 
bus-bars 669 to 676, inclusive, and the bus-bar 
668, respectively, are indicated in the following ta 

75 ble in which the maximum impedance of the out 
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put circuit looking into the primary of the trans 
former is given for different numbers of turns: 

Turns Impedance 
-- i 

: Ohms 
I 668-669 6 .0075 

668-60 8 05 
66S-6 il .031 
668-672 16 0625 
668-673 22 ... 125 
668-674 32 .25 
668-675 45 ... 5 
668-676 64 0 

It will be noted that the impedance of the 
transformer, looking into the primary winding is 
relatively low as compared with the impedance of 
each of the coils 430 of the generators, the in 
pedance of the latter being approximately 4.0 
ohms. Thus, even though a generator is con 
nected to the bus-bar 676, the impedance offered 
by the primary 644 of the transformer will be only 
one-fourth of that offered by the winding 430 of 
the generator. The reasons for and advantages 
of this relationship will be pointed out in greater 
detail hereinafter. 
The output circuit comprises a resistance of 

100,000 ohms as represented by the potentiometer 
580, which, it will be noted from Fig. 27a, is con 
nected directly to the terminals of the secondary 
winding 700. The secondary 700 of the output 
transformer 646 should have approximately 447 
times as many turns as the primary 644 in order 
properly to reflect the output load into the pri 
mary to give the impedance values listed above. 

Likewise connected in series to the terminals of 
secondary winding 700 is a resistance element 704 
and a condenser 706. For the purpose of illus 
tration the element 704 may have a resistance 
of 9,000 ohms, while the condenser 706 may have 
a capacitance of .01 mfcd. - 
The variable contact member 70 of the po 

tentiometer 580 operated by the swell pedal 564 
is connected by a shielded conductor 710 to the 
grid of a vacuum tube constituting part of an am 
plifier 712, the filament of the first stage tube of 
the amplifier being connected to the ground. The 
amplifier may be of any suitable construction, its 

- Output being fed to a loud speaker 220 through a 
cable 218. 

Tremolo mechanism and circuits 

Referring to Figs. 5b, 6 and 11, the previously 
mentioned pinion 290 upon the rotor shaft 264 
of the synchronous motor (Fig. 6) meshes with a 
gear 718 Secured to a shaft 720 rotatable in bear 
ings mounted in the side frame plate 254 of the 
notor and in the motor laminations 246. he 
shaft 720 has an eccentric 722 rigidly secured 
thereto, the eccentric being adapted to engage a 
resilient flexible contact member 724 which to 
gether with its counterpart 726 is mounted in an 
insulating block 728 Secured to the side frame 
plate 254 of the synchronous motor. Thus, 
whenever the synchronous motor is in operation 
the contact point of the contact members 724 and 
726 will be pressed together periodically by the 
eccentric 722, five times per Second. 
The contact members 724, 726 have conductors 

730, 732 connected thereto, respectively, the wire 
730 (Fig. 27a) being connected to the ground and 
the wire 732 leading to one side of a condenser 734 
having a capacity of .002 mfcd. The other side of 
the condenser 734 is connected to the variable 
contact member of a rheostat 736 having a maxi 
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mum resistance of 10,000 ohms, the end of re 
sistance wire of this rheostat being Connected to 
the grounded terminal of the secondary 700 of 
the output transformer. A resistance element 
738 in the order of 2,000,000 ohms is connected 
between the conductors 30 and 732, forming a 
shunt around the contacts of the interrupter con 
tact members 724, 26. 
Due to the circuit employed, the tremolo effect 

will be more pronounced in tones of high fre 
quency than in the low frequency tones. 

Operation of instrument by direct current 
In places where alternating current of the 

proper frequency is not available, the synchronous 
motor may be run from storage batteries or other 
source of current by using the tuning fork inter 
rupter diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 27. 
When current other than the proper alternat 

ing current is to be used, the line Switch 744, 
through which alternating current to the syn 
chronous motor is regularly supplied, is opened 
and a similar switch 746, the poles of which are 
connected to the source of direct current, is 
closed. A tuning fork 748 has a contact mem 
ber 750 secured to one of its prongs, this mem 
ber having a point adapted to contact with a 
contact point at the end of an adjusting Screw 
752 threaded in a suitable stationary Support 754 
and locked in adjusted position by a nut 756. An 
electro-magnet 758 is positioned between the 
prongs of the fork, having one of its terminals 
Connected to a Source of direct Current and the 
other terminal connected to the contact member 
750. The adjusting screw 752 is connected to one 
terminal of the Synchronous motor While the 
other terminal of said motor is connected to the 
Source of direct current. 
The tuning fork is provided with a pair of ad 

justable weights 760, one upon each of the prongs, 
which weights may be moved longitudinally on 
the prongs and locked in adjusted position by 
means of set screws 762. By shifting the weights 
760 the frequency of vibration of the tuning fork 
may be varied so as to produce a pulsating cur 
rent of the proper frequency for driving the syn 
chronous motor. 
When the instrument of my invention is to be 

played with other instruments which are not 
tuned to the same pitch, it may be desirable to 
operate the synchronous motor from a suitable 
direct current source and adjust the weights on 
the tuning fork until the instrument is in tune 
With the other instruments. 

Operation 
To condition the instrument for operation, as 

Suming a suitable source of alternating current, 
the Switch 744 is closed and the motor started by 
Spinning it at approximately its synchronous 
Spéed by means of the starting crank 764 shown 
in Fig. 5b. Due to the interposition of the ratchet 
wheel 284 and pawl 286 the motor can be rotated 
Only in the proper direction by the starting crank. 

5. With a little experience the operator will readily 
be able to determine the proper speed at which 
to start the motor. The inertia element 294 to 
gether with its resilient and frictional connection 
with the rotor shaft of the motor will make it 
possible for the motor to start when launched 
at a speed above its synchronous speed. If de 
sired, a Suitable auxiliary starting motor may be 
substituted for the hand starting crank. After 
the motor has been started, the switch 766 may 
be closed to Supply power to the amplifier. If 

e 

desired a common switch may be provided to take 
the place of switches 744 and 766. The instru 
ment will then be in condition for use. 
The musician will then depress one of the stop 

keys 588 in each of the groups 228 and 230 so 
as to predetermine the tone quality of the in 
strument for each of the manuals. Slides 222 
may then be positioned to predetermine the qual 
ity of the tones controlled by the bass pedals. 

If a tremolo effect is desired the knob 768 is 
adjusted to the position which gives the desired 
degree of tremolo effect, the knob 768 being con 
nected to the movable contact of the rheostat 736 
(Fig. 27a). The instrument may then be played 
in the manner of an Organ with, however, Sev 
eral slight differences in technique. 

In view of the fact that the sound is instantane 
ously produced upon depression of a key, whereas 
in a pipe or reed organ there is a certain time in 
terval between the depression of the key and the 
production of the sound, it is possible to play trills 
and runs which could not be executed upon an 
Orgal. 

95 

The various wires 638 (Fig. 24) which lead to 
the switches controlled by the stop keys 588, may 
be connected So that upon depression of one of 

100 

the stop keys the manuals may be conditioned to . 
produce different tone qualities such, for exam 
ple, as those of the flute, oboe, French horn, cello, 
violin, calliope, or any other instrument producing 
a sustained tone as distinguished from percussion 
instruments. The tone quality may be predeter 
mined to simulate any instrument wherein the 
tOne is constant in quality and in which the tones 
are produced as separate notes as distinguished 
from notes produced by slurring, such as in the 
slide trombone. 

If the musician playing the instrument desires 
a tone quality other than those predetermined 
by the pre-set combinations controlled by the 
stop keys 588, he may depress the stop keys 588a. 
and 588b and then experiment by manipulation 
of the slide selectors 224, 226, until a tone of 
the desired quality is produced. If the new tone 
thus produced is particularly pleasing to the 
player, he may, by changing the connections of 
the wires 638 associated with one of the stop 
keys 588, to different binding posts 630, retain 
this combination permanently for instantaneous 
use whenever desired, merely by depressing that 
stop key to which the connections have been 
made. - 
More specifically, the musician having set the 

slides 224 of the lower manual to a position which 
causes the production of a pleasing tone, may 
read the number indicated by the slides. For ex 
ample, assuming that he has found the setting 
for the lower manual shown in Fig. 19 to produce 
a very pleasing tone, he will note the number 
indicated by the slides, namely, 4,643,210. He 
may then disconnect the wires 638 which lead to 
One vertical row of contact switches from the 
binding posts 630, and connect the wire 638 for 
the uppermost contact member of the row to the 
binding post 630 having the indicia (4) (Fig. 25); 
the wire 638 from the second contact member to 
the binding post (6); the third contact member to 
binding post (4); the fourth to binding post (3) ; 
the fifth to binding post (2); the sixth to bind 
ing post (1); and the seventh to binding post (0). 

It will be noted that means is always pro 
vided whereby any particular bus-bar of one man 
ual may be connected to ground by Connecting it 
to binding post (0), for instance. This must al 
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12 
be omitted, for failure to do so will interconnect 
various generators such as to put undesired fre 
quencies into the output circuit. This results 
from the fact that if a number of keys on One 
manual are simultaneously depressed, a number 
of generators will be connected through their 
series resistances 528 into a common open-cir 
cuited bus-bar. Currents flowing in these circuits 
will then be reflected into other bus-bars which 
are not so open-circuited but are connected to the 
output, and the resulting chords will be unsatist 
factory. It will be apparent that by adjustment of the 
slide selectors 224, a selection of any one of Sev 
eral hundred thousand different qualities of tone 
may be obtained. The musician will thus be 
able by experimenting to condition the instru 
ment to produce practically any desired tone 
quality. It should be borne in mind that in the present 
instrument any desired musical composition may 
be played, since there is practieally no limitation 
upon the chords which may be played or upon 
the rapidity with which trills and the like may be 
executed. Theory of operation 

From a reading of the foregoing description of 
the construction and operation of the instrument 
of my invention it will be apparent that many 
novel principles of construction and operation 
are employed. There are a number of theoretical 
considerations which might well be pointed out 
here in some detail, which are fundamental and 
which should be understood in order thoroughly 
to comprehend the nature of my invention. 

It is well known that the quality of a musical 
tone is determined by the relative amplitudes of 
the fundamental tone and various harmonics 
thereof. In other words, any sound having a 
regularly repeating wave form may be analyzed 
into a fundamental tone of certain amplitude 
and a plurality of harmonics of the fundamental 
tone, the amplitudes of which may be Zero or 
have any other value, and similarly any musical 
tone of repeating regular wave form may be re 
produced by synthetically combining various pro 
portions of the fundamental and of the various 
harnonics of that tOne. In combining the fundamental with itS har 
monics, the relative phase angles of these par 
tials is immaterial insofar as the effect upon the 
ear is concerned. Apparenftly the ear itself ana 
lyzes sound waves into the fundamental and its 
harmonics and the perception of the quality of 
the tone is determined solely by the relative 
amounts of energy at the different frequencies. 
This may readily be demonstrated by the fact 

60 

that varying only the relative phase angles of 
various partials of a musical tone will cause 
changes in the form of the composite wave, these 
changes being so pronounced that except to the 
experienced person they would appear to be en 
tirely different sounds, yet it has been found that 
all of them will Sound alike. 
A further principle which must be taken into 

account in the practical construction of an in 
strument such as above described is what is 
known as Weber's law, which, as applied to Sound, 
is to the effect that equal increments of intensity 
of sound as interpreted by the ear are increments 
which bear a definite relationship to the intensity 
of the sound before the increment. Thus equal 
steps in "loudness' are steps increasing in a 
geometric ratio as far as energy is concerned. 

in the output circuit. 

1,958,350 
Thus it is possible to produce a tone of the same 

quality but of greater intensity merely by setting 
the selectors in such manner that each digit is 
one greater than that of the previous setting. 
If the slide selector for One manual has a given 
setting and the slide selector for the other manual 
be set with each slide at a digit one greater than 
that of the corresponding slide of the other 
manual, the tones produced by the manuals will 
be of different degrees of loudness but of the 
same tone quality. 
Taking into consideration Weber's law, the taps 

On the transformer as above pointed out are re 
Spectively at 6, 8, 11, 16, 22, 32, 45 and 64 turns. 
This series of numbers consists of the nearest 
whole numbers to a geometrical Series commenc 
ing with 6 and having the square root of 2 as a 
ratio. Since the voltage is proportional to the 
number of turns, and since the energy is propor 
tional to the Square of the number of turns, and 
it is the energy which determines the intensity of 
the tone ultimately produced, it will be seen that 
connecting a generator to a tap on the trans 
former One step higher than that to which it was 
previously connected, will result in substantially 
doubling the intensity of the tone produced. 

Elimination of “natural’ harmonics and “key 
click' 

Presumably the noise known as "key click' or 
"key thump' resultant upon closing and opening 
the circuits including the generators, unless 
means are provided to prevent it, is a noise of 
variable and varying frequency, but, generally 
Speaking, will have powerful components of rela 
tively high frequency. I have entirely eliminat 
ed this disturbance in the circuits previously de 
Scribed, particularly by the provision of the by 
paSS 704, 706, about the high resistance 702 

This by-pass is not, strict 
ly . Speaking, a filter circuit, since a portion of 
currents generated at every frequency will flow 
through this by-pass. However, the by-pass will 
offer greater impedance to low frequency cur 
rents than to currents of higher frequency. 
Although the wave forms of the peripheries 

of the rotors are very carefully computed and 
the rotors are cut with a very high degree of ac 
curacy for the purpose of obtaining as nearly 
a sine wave current as possible, it is probable 
that, due to unavoidable inaccuracies in the 
forms of the rotors, and due possibly to inductive 
coupling or additional reasons, the currents gen 
erated are not absolutely perfect sine waves but 
contain harmonic components of higher fre 
quencies. These components would be "natural 
harmonics', that is, mathematically exact har 
monics, as distinguished from the harmonics of 
the tempered musical scale, which are utilized 
in the instrument. Since the frequencies of the 
"natural harmonics' in many instances would 
differ sufficiently from the frequencies of the 
"tempered harmonics' of the tone being sounded 
to cause an audible beat, it is very desirable to 
eliminate these parasitic natural harmonics, even 
though they be of relatively low amplitude. 
The by-pass 704, 706 will permit much of the 

energy of the natural harmonics to by-pass the 
resistance 702, since for these harmonics the 
impedance of the by-pass is much less than it is 
for the fundamental. Obviously the by-pass 704, 
706 will likewise form a low impedance path for 
the tempered harmonics, but although a very 
large proportion of the current generated by the 
higher frequency alternators is thus dissipated, 
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adjustments may readily be made in these al 
ternators, in the manner previously described, so 
that the current which passes through the re 
sistance 702 of the potentiometer 580 will be of 
sufficient strength to produce a tone of the same 
apparent intensity as that produced by the gener 
ators of low frequencies. 
Assuming that the stop key 588a (Fig. 27) has 

been depressed and is locked in depressed posi 
tion, the slides 648 to 654 of the lower slide 
selector 228 will be connected to the bus-bars 514 
to 520 inclusive respectively and, depending upon 
the positions of the slide bars 648 to 654, will be 
connected to certain selected taps of the trans 
former primary 644, the return circuit being com 
pleted through a common conductor shown in the 
wiring diagram as a ground. 
The current induced in the secondary 700 of 

the output transformer will flow partially through 
the resistance 702 of the potentiometer 580 and 
partly through the by-pass circuit including the 
resistance 704 and condenser 706. The by-pass 
circuit offers less impedance to currents of high 
frequency than to currents of low frequency. As 
a result, if the current produced by a single gen 
erator has 'natural harmonics' (whose frequen 
cies are exact multiples of the frequency of the 
fundamental) a much greater percentage of the 
currents of the harmonics than of the current of 
the fundamental will flow through the by-pass 
circuit 704, 706. As a corollary the harmonic 
current will be reduced in the resistance 702 of 
the potentiometer 580. 
Owing to the great loss in energy of the higher 

frequencies occasioned by the by-pass circuit 704, 
706, the generators of higher frequencies are made 
much more powerful than the generators of low 
frequencies. Thus while a great amount of en 
ergy is dissipated in the by-pass circuit, sufficient 
energy is retained to make all of the notes sound 
with equal loudness. 
When the machine is built and operated for 

the first time, it will be found that the different 
notes produced on one manual will be of different 
degrees of intensity. The loudness of each note 
depends on a large number of factors which in 
cludes among others the characteristics of the 
loud speaker, and its resonance to different fre 
quencies, the errors of amplification of the am 
plifier taken as a whole, and the variations in 
voltages generated by the different alternators. 
Compensation may be made for all of these vari 
ations by moving the magnets of the different 
alternators so as to make the air gaps larger or 
smaller and thus raise or lower the generated 
voltage at each frequency in order that the de 
sired over-all effect of equal intensity to the ear 
may be obtained. Thus the difficulties of fre 
quency distortion which are present in all forms 
of music and speech transmission or recording 
such as are found in the telephone, phonograph, 
sound on film, and radio, are completely avoided. 
The quality of the music produced is dependent 
directly on the artistic judgment of a listener 
who may change the electrical input in such fash 
ion as to obtain the desired effect as determined 
by his ear, as contrasted with other electrical 
musical devices in which an effort is made to So 
modify the apparatus and circuit as to reproduce 
accurately a tone which was acoustically gen 

3 

erated. 
It will be realized that in view of the fact that 

all the generators are made to the same general 
dimensions, alternators generating higher fre 
quencies will out-put much more energy than 

13 
low frequency generators. This is due to the fact 
that the energy of the generator arises from the 
change in flux and the number of times that this 
change takes place in a given time interval. As 
the magnets are all the same, the total flux tends 
to be about the same as does the change in flux. 
The energy output of the generator therefore 
tends to be proportional to frequency. In the 
output circuit less energy is wanted for high fre 
quencies than for low frequencies, and this effect 
is attained through the by-pass 704, 706, previ 
Ously described. 

Elimination of "robbing' 
When a key, let us say the key C3 of the lower 

manual, is depressed, seven circuits are substan 
tially simultaneously completed by the seven con 
tacts of the multiple Switch associated with that 
key. Each of these circuits will include the wind 
ing 430 of a generator, and a high resistance 528. 
The resistance of the wire 528 is so high relative 
to the impedance of the remaining portion of the 
circuit that it will substantially determine the 
amount of current which will flow through the 
circuit. For example, the impedance of the gen 
erator winding 430 may be 4.0 ohms, and resist 
ance of the wire 528, 15.0 ohms. The impedance 
of the remaining portion of the circuit is very 
low since even though the generator is connected 
across all of the turns of the primary 644 of the 
transformer the impedance will be but one ohm. 

It will therefore be apparent that even though 
a plurality of circuits to a single generator are 
closed at the same time, the current flow through 
each of the different circuits will be substantially 
the same as if but one circuit had been completed 
to that generator. In other words, the comple 
tion of additional circuits to a single generator 
does not tend appreciably to diminish the current 
flow through the circuit originally completed. It 
may be said that the circuits do not “rob' one 
another. Although the circuits are connected in 
parallel to the generator, the individual resist 
ances of each circuit are so high relative to the 
impedance of the generator, that only a small 
proportion of the electrical energy which might 
be generated is actually utilized by a single cir 
cuit. In fact, even if all of the circuits were si 
multaneously completed, the generator would still 
have a large reserve. Stated differently, the gen 
erators are very much more powerful than neces 
Sary to produce the desired signal, or, the circuits 
may be considered as extremely inefficient con 
ductors of the required amount of energy. 
Numerous changes, Substitutions and modif 

cations may be made in the instrument disclosed 
without departing from the more basic principles 
of my invention. The accompanying claims are 
therefore intended to include within their scope 
such obvious modifications, equivalents and sub 
stitutions as will be readily suggested to those 
skilled in the art. . 

For example, in the accompanying claims the 
terms 'translating means' and “means for trans 
lating electrical pulsations into Sound' are used 
in the general sense, since the instrument of my 
invention may be directly connected to a radio 
broadcasting apparatus and the translating 
means will then be the radio receiving apparatus. 
Similarly, where reference is made to 'alter 
nators' or "generators of alternating current', 
these terms are not intended to be considered in 
their restrictive Sense but rather to include such 
Substitutions as generators of pulsating direct 
current, oscillating vacuum tubes, vibrating reeds, 
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alternating component. 
Throughout the specification various constants 

have been Set forth. These constants, Such as the 
values of the impedances, the resistances, and 
capacitances, utilized in the circuits and in the 
sizes of the various parts and, as, for example, in 
the numbers of teeth in the gearing, may be 
varied, especially if compensatory changes are 
made in other parts of the instrument, and I 
therefore do not wish to be limited to the precise 
details set forth herein, but desire to include 
within the scope of the accompanying claims all 
such equivalent constructions as may be usable 
to accomplish the same results in substantially 
the Sane Way. 

I claim: 
1. In an electrical musical instrument in which 

alternating current is used to produce musical 
tones, a manual including a number of different 
keys, a set of switches operated by each key, a 
plurality of Sources of alternating current, and 
electrical connections from each of said sources 
to said switches, such that switches of different 
sets are connected to a single one of said sources. 

2. In an electrical musical instrument in which 
alternating current is used to produce musical 
tones, a manual including a number of different 
keys, a set of Switches operated by each key, a 
source of alternating current, electrical connec 
tions from said source to several switches, each of 
a different set, a plurality of additional sources 
of alternating current of different frequencies, 
and means for connecting said additional sources 
to other switches of said sets of switches. 

3. In an electrical musical instrument in which 
alternating currents of different frequencies are 
used to produce musical tones, a manual including 
a number of keys, a set of Switches operated by 
each key, a plurality of tone wheel generators of 
alternating current, and electrical connections 
from each of said generators to different switches 
of a plurality of said sets of switches. 

4. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of sources of alter 
nating current of different frequencies Suitable 
for the production of musical tones, a plurality 
of manually operable keys, a plurality of Switches 
controlled by each of said keys, selective means 
for translating current from said Sources into 
sound, and a plurality of circuits from each 
source, each of said circuits including a high 
resistance, completed upon closure of Said 
Switches for conducting current from Selected 
ones of said sources to said translating means. 

5. In an electrical musical instrument, the com 
bination of a plurality of generators of different 
frequencies, each of said generators having a pair 
of terminals, a common conductor connected to 
one terminal of each of said generators, and a 
plurality of separate branch circuits connected to 
the other terminal of each of said generators, a 
plurality of key operated multiple switches, one 
terminal of each of said multiple Switches being 
connected in one of said branch circuits, and a 
high impedance connected in series in each of 
said branch circuits, said impedances each being 
of value greater than the internal impedance of 
the generator to which it is connected. 

6. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of generators of dif 
ferent frequencies, each of Said generators hav 
ing a pair of terminals, a common conductor con 
nected to one terminal of each of said generators, 
and a plurality of separate branch circuits con 
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or other means for producing a current having an nected to the other terminal of each of said gen 

erators, a plurality of manual keys, a plurality of 
multiple Switches, one operated by each of said 
keys, one terminal of each of said multiple 
Switches being connected in one of said branch 
circuits and permanently connected to One of 
Said switches, and a current-limiting resistance 
element in each of said branch circuits. 

7. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of generators of dif 
ferent frequencies, each of said generators hav 
ing a pair of terminals, a common conductor 
connected to one terminal of each of Said gen 
erators, and a plurality of separate branch cir 
cuits connected to the other terminal of each of 
said generators, a plurality of key operated mul 
tiple switches, one terminal of each of said mul 
tiple switches being connected in one of Said 
branch circuits, and a high resistance in the 
form of a resistance wire physically connecting. 
said generator and Said key switches. 

8. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of generators of dif 
ferent frequencies, each of said generators hav 
ing a pair of terminals, a common conductor 
connected to one terminal of each of said gener 
ators, and a plurality of separate branch cir 
cuits connected to the other terminal of each of 
said generators, a plurality of key operated mul 
tiple switches, one terminal of each of said mul 
tiple switches being connected in one of said 
branch circuits, and a high resistance element 
in each of said branch circuits between the 
switch and the generator, the impedance of said 
element being greater than the internal imped 
ance of the generator. 

9. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of alternating current 
generators, a common conductor connected to 
one terminal of each of said generators, a plu 
rality of resistance elements connected to the 
other terminal of each of said generators, said 
resistance elements being of high value relative 
to the impedance of the generators, a keyboard, 
switches operated by the keys thereof, said re 
sistance elements which are connected at One 
end to a single generator being connected at the 
other end to switches associated with different 
keys of the keyboard, and translating means 
connected to said common conductor and the 
other terminals of said Switches. 

10. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of keys, sources of 
alternating current of different frequencies, 
means for translating electrical pulsations into 
sound; and a plurality of circuits, each including 
one of said generators, arranged to be closed 
upon the operation of one of said keys to said 
translating means, and a current limiting imped 
ance in each of said circuits for greatly limiting 
the current fow through the circuit and making 
it possible simultaneously to operate a plurality 
of keys each of which controls a circuit from a 
common generator without causing a substantial 
reduction in the current flow through each cir 
cuit. 

11. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of alternating current 
generators capable of generating currents of dif 
ferent frequencies, a high resistance connected 
in the output circuit of each of Said generators, 
a tapped transformer, key controlled means for 
connecting selected ones of said generators to 
Selected taps of the primary of said transformer, 
the Whole of Said primary having an impedance 
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low relative to the impedance offered by each of 
said resistances, and means connected to the sec 
ondary of said transformer for translating the 
currents produced therein into Sound. 

12. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
Combination of a plurality of generators of alter 
nating current of different frequencies, means 
for driving said generators at a constant speed, a 
conductor common to said generators, a key 
means controlled by said key to connect the out 
put of selected ones of said generators to said 
common conductor, means connected to said 
conductor for translating electrical currents into 
sound, and means to change the relative propor 
tions of the currents derived from the separate 
ones of the selected generators whereby the qual 
ity of the tone produced by said translating 
means may be progressively varied to produce - 
musical tones of different qualities. 

13. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of alternators each 
generating currents of a frequency differing 
from that of the others, the frequencies being 
those of the musical Scale, a plurality of man 
ually operable keys for connecting the Output of 
selected ones of said alternators in parallel, 
means for selectively changing the relative pro 
portions of energy drawn from the selected ones 
of said alternators, a second group of manually 
operable keys, means controlled by each of the 
keys thereof for connecting the same group of 
alternators in parallel as are connected by the 
corresponding key of the first group of keys, 
means for selectively changing the relative pro 
portions of energy drawn from said alternators 
upon depression of the key of the second group, 
means for connecting the output of Said alterna 
tors resultant upon depression of the key of the 
first group of keys with the output of the alter 
nators resultant upon depression of the key of 
the second group of keys, and means for causing 
substantially an additive increase in output upon 
the simultaneous depression of said keys. 

14. In an electrical musical instrument having 
a plurality of rotary generators of currents of 
the frequencies of a musical scale and having 
means for combining the currents produced by 
a plurality of generators, means for preventing 
an appreciable portion of the output of one 
generator from flowing through the other gener 
ators comprising a current-limiting impedance 
in the output circuit of each generator. 

15. In an electrical musical instrument having 
a plurality of generators of currents of the fre 
quencies of a musical scale and having means 
for combining the currents produced by a plu 
rality of generators, means for preventing an 
appreciable portion of the output of one gener 
ator from flowing through the other generators 
comprising a current-limiting resistance in the 
output circuit of each generator. 

16. In an electrical musical instrument in 
which musical tones are produced by electrical 
synthesis, separate conductors for the fuhdamen 
tal frequencies and for each of a plurality of 
the harmonics of the fundamental frequencies, 
said conductors being common for a plurality 
of different tones, an output transformer, and 
selective means for connecting each of said con 
ductors to the primary of said transformer to 
cause the current in said conductors to flow 
through a selected number of turns thereof. 

17. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of circuits, means for 
generating alternating currents of different fre 

quencies having the relation of a fundamental 
and its harmonics in Said circuits respectively, 
a transformer, and means for connecting a se 
lected number of turns of the primary of said 
transformer in each of Said circuits. 

18. In an electrical musical instrument in 
which musical tones of different timbre are gen 
erated and synthesized by combining alternat 
ing currents of different frequencies from dif 
ferent sources into a common output circuit for 
impressing a signal upon an audio-frequency 
amplifier and loud speaker system, a transformer 
for connecting the generators to the amplifier 
comprising a core and a winding connected to 
the amplifier, a plurality of generator circuits, 
and independent switching means for causing 
the current in each of said circuits to flow selec 
tively through a greater or lesser number of 
turns around the core of said transformer. 

19. In an electrical musical instrument in 
which musical tones of different timbre are gen 
erated and synthesized by combining alternat 
ing currents of different frequencies from dif 
ferent sources into a common output circuit for 
translation into sound, a transformer having a 
secondary connected to the translating means, 
and a selectively operable switching means for 
eausing currents from said sources to flow 
through a greater or lesser number of turns of 
the primary of said transformer. 

20. In an electrical musical instrument, a key 
board including a plurality of keys, a multi 
pole switch operated by each key, a plurality of 
generators of different frequencies, conductors 
Connecting one terminal of each of said gener 
ators to poles of switches associated with dif 
ferent keys, a plurality of conductors each com 
mon to a plurality of said multi-pole switches, 
means for translating electrical pulsations into 
sound, one terminal of said translating. means 
being connected to the other terminal of each 
of Eaid generators, and switching means for 
connecting said conductors to one of a plurality 
of terminals of said translating means, the ter 
mfnal of said translating means to which it is 
connected determining the loudness of the sound 
produced by the translating means. 

21. An electrical musical instrument compris 
ing a keyboard having a plurality of keys, a multi 
pole Switch operable by each key, a plurality of 
generators of currents of different frequency, 
each of the poles of said switch being connected 
to a different one of said generators, a plurality 
of common feeders, each feeder connected to 
receive current from one pole of each switch, 
a transformer having a core and primary and 
Secondary windings, an audio-frequency ampli 
fier connected to the secondary winding of said 
transformer, and independent switching means 
for connecting each of said feeders to said trans 
former in such manner that the current in each 
of said feeders may be caused to flow selectively 
through a greater or lesser number of turns of 
thc primary of said transformer. 

22. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of key manuals, 
Sources of alternating current of different fre 
quencies common to said manuals, translating 
means, and circuits controlled by said manuals 
for conducting current from said sources to said 
translating means, each of said circuits including 
resistance means of high value relative to the 
impedance of the circuit as a whole. 

23. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of alternators for 
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generating currents of frequencies corresponding 
to the notes of the tempered musical scale, key 
controlled means for combining currents from 
said alternators to produce tones of the desired 
timbre, an output circuit, and means in the out 
put circuit for suppressing exact harmonics pro 
duced by individual generators. 

24. The method of synthetically producing mu 
sical tones of the desired timbre, which comprises 
generating currents of frequencies correspond 
ing to the tones of the tempered musical scale 
and which may include unwanted exact har 
monics, combining said currents in predeter 
mined proportions to produce the desired tone 
quality by utilizing frequencies which are not 
exact multiples but are very nearly exact multi 
ples of one another to provide the various par 
tials, and suppressing the exact harmonics in the 
output circuit which may be generated and which 
would beat with the inexact harmonics. 

25. In an electrical musical instrument for pro 
ducing tones of complex timbre by combining 
pulsations of different frequencies by the depres 
sion of a single key, a series of generators for 
producing electrical pulsations at different fre 
quencies corresponding to the notes of a musical 
scale, a keyboard comprising a plurality of keys, 
a plurality of switches for each key, and a plu 
rality of circuits arranged to be completed by said 
switches, each of said circuits including in Series 
one of said generators, a current-limiting resist 
ance of a value which is high relative to the in 
ductive impedance of the generator, and a load 
of an impedance which is Small relative to the 
impedance of said current-limiting resistance, at 
least a portion of said load being common to a 
plurality of Said circuits. 

26. In an electrical musical instrument for pro 
ducing tones of complex timbre by combining pull 
sations of different frequencies by the depression 
of a single key, a Series of generators for produc 
ing electrical pulsations at different frequencies 
corresponding to the notes of a musical scale, a 
keyboard comprising a plurality of keys, a plu 
rality of switches for each key, and a plurality 
of circuits arranged to be completed by said 
switches, each of said circuits including in Series 
one of said generators, a current-limiting in 
pedance of a value which is high relative to the 
internal impedance of the generator, and a load 
of an impedance which is small relative to theim 
pedance of said current-limiting impedance, at 
least a portion of said load being connon to a 
plurality of said circuits. 27. In an electrical musical instrument, in 
which chords may be played and in which the 
tones composing the chord are produced by con 
bining currents of frequencies corresponding to 
the tones of the tempered musical Scale and are 
produced by different generators each of which 
may generate exact harmonics in addition to the 
desired frequency, means for preventing beats 
and out of phase addition of the energy of the 
fundamental of one tone of Said chord and a nul 
tiple of frequency of another tone of the same 
chord which comprises means for utilizing the en 
ergy from the same generator as a source of en 
ergy for both the fundamental of one tone and 
the harmonic of the other tone of a chord being 
played, even though the frequencies may not be 
exact multiples of one another, and means for 
suppressing natural and consequently exact har 
monics which may be present in the individual 
currents which are combined. 28. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
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combination of a plurality of sources of alternat 
ing current of different frequencies correspond 
ing to the different notes of the ordinary tem 
pered musical scale, a plurality of key operated 
means for substantially simultaneously combin 
ing currents from different ones of said sources 
to produce a tone of desired quality and to com 
bine the individual tones into chords, and means 
for suppressing natural harmonics present in the 
currents from Said sources which comprises filter 
ing means external to the Sources, Said filtering 
means comprising a by-pass having progressive 
ly less impedance to currents of higher fre 
quency. 29. In an electrical musical instrument having 90 
a load of relatively low impedance, a plurality 
of generators of different frequencies and of rela 
tively low impedance, and a plurality of selective 
ly closable circuits of relatively high impedance 
for connecting the generators to the load. 

30. In an electrical musical instrument, means 
for eliminating key-click comprising a resistance 
and a capacitance connected in series across the 
output circuit of the instrument and forming a 
by-pass offering greater impedance to low fre- 100 
quency currents than to high frequency currents. 

31. In an electrical musical instrument, means 
for preventing key clicks comprising a high re 
sistance connected across the output of the in 
strument, and a condenser and second resistance 106 
connected in Series, in parallel with Said high re 
sistance across the output of the instrument, said 
second resistance being of greatly lesser in 
pedance than said high resistance, and with Said 
condenser forming a by-pass offering less in- 110 
pedance to currents of higher frequency than to 
currents of lower frequency. 32. The method of eliminating or reducing 
audible key clicks in electrical musical instru 
ments, which comprises generating electrical 115 
power far in excess of that required and at the 
frequencies of the tones of a musical scale, pass 
ing the output of key switch selected generators 
through a high impedance by-passed by a circuit 
offering less impedance to currents of high fre- 120 
quency than to currents of low frequency, and 
amplifying the current flow in said high impeu 
ance and translating it into sound. 

33. In an electrical musical instrument, a bank 
of alternators for generating currents of differ- 125 
ent frequencies, each alternator comprising a 
permanent magnet, a winding about Said magnet 
and a rotor having a plurality of high points; 
a plurality of shafts each forming a mounting 
for two of said rotors, the number of high points 3 
On one rotor being an exact multiple of the 
number of high points on the other rotor on the 
same shaft, and sheets of magnetic material hav 
ing bearings therein for said shafts and forming 
shields adjacent the rotors. 

34. In an electrical musical instrument, a bank 
of alternators for generating currents of dif 
ferent frequencies, comprising a countershaft 
formed in a plurality of Separate articulated 
Sections, a plurality of plates forming bearing 
Supports for said countershaft sections, gears 
mounted on Said countershaft sections, a pair of 
rotor shafts, one at each side of said counter 
shaft, and a driven gear on each of said rotor 
shafts meshing with a gear on said countershaft. 

35. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of alternators, a coun 
tershaft for driving said alternators, a resilient 
driving connection between said countershaft 
and Said alternators, a synchronous motor, and 
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a spring driving connection between said Syn 
chronus motor and said countershaft. w 

36. In an electrical musical instrument, an 
alternator for generating a current of predeter 
mined frequency, said alternator comprising a 
rotor shaft, a rotor mounted upon said shaft, a 
driven gear mounted on said shaft, resilient 
means connecting said driven gear and said rotor 
for driving said rotor and shaft from Said gear, 
positive stop means between said driven gear 
and Said rotor to limit relative rotational move 
ment therebetween, a Synchronous motor, and a 
resilient driving connection between said: mo 
tor and Said driven gear. 

37. In an electrical musical instrument, an 
alternator for generating a current of predeter 
mined frequency, said alternator comprising a 
rotor shaft, a rotor mounted upon said shaft, a 
driven gear mounted on said shaft, resilient 
means connecting said driven gear and said rotor 
for driving Said rotor and shaft from Said gear, 
and positive stop means between said driven gear 
and said rotor to limit relative rotational move 
ment therebetween. 

38. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of plates of magnetic 
material Secured together in parallel spaced re 
lation, and a plurality of rows of rotor shafts 
having bearings Supported by Said plates, each 
of Said plates except the end plates having a 
bearing common to two rotor shafts, the alter 
nate Ones of Said shafts being in alignment and 
spaced laterally from the adjacent shafts. 

39. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a bank of alternators for gener 
ating currents of different frequencies, some of 
the alternators generating currents of frequen 
cies which are harmonics of the frequencies gen 
erated by other alternators of the bank, and a 
plurality of sheets of magnetic material, one of 
said sheets being positioned between each alter 
nator and all other alternators which generate 
currents of frequencies which are not exact mull 
tiples of the frequency of the current generated 
by that alternator. 

40. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a generator for producing cur 
rent of a predetermined frequency with a high 
degree of accuracy, a rotor forming part of Said 
generator, a relatively constant speed motor, 
a resilient driving connection between said mo 
tor and Said rotor, and means for positively lim 
iting relative movement between said rotor and 
Said driving connection. 

41. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of tone wheels, shafts 
for supporting said tone wheels, a synchronous 
motor, gearing connected thereto for driving said 
tone wheels at different Speeds, and means indi 
vidual to each of Said shafts for damping hunt 
ing movement of the shaft. 

42. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a shaft, a tone wheel rotor car 
ried by said shaft, a gear loosely mounted on 
said shaft, a highly elastic spring connecting said 
gear and said shaft, and a relatively constant 
Speed motor for driving Said gear. 

43. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a tone wheel rotor, a gear for 
driving Said rotor, said gear being coaxial with 
Said rotor and capable of oscillation relative 
thereto, and resilient means forming a driving 
connection between said gear and said rotor. 

44. In a musical instrument, a rotating mem 
ber for accurately generating pulsations of a 
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predetermined frequency, a rotating element for 
driving said member, motor means for driving 
Said element at a relatively constant speed, and 
a highly elastic resilient means connecting said 
element and said member, the resiliency of said 
means being so proportioned relative to the ro 
tary moment of inertia of said member that rel 
ative movement between said member and said 
element will be of such long periodicity relative 
to the frequency of the current generated that 
the variation in the frequency of the pulsations 
generated by Said member will not appreciably 
affect the musical quality of the instrument. 

45. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a tone wheel rotor, a gear for driv 
ing Said rotor, sad gear being coaxial with said 
rotor and capable of Oscillation relative thereto, . 
and resilient means connecting said gear and 
rotor, the relation between the resiliency of said 
In eans and the rotary moment of inertia of said 
rotor and parts rotating therewith being such 
that any hunting oscillations set up in said rotor 
will be of a frequency which will not substantial 
ly interfere with the musical quality of the tone 
resulting from translation of the energy gen 
erated by said rotor into sound. 

46. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of rotors forming 
parts of electric current generators, a synchron 
ous motor for driving said rotors, and a resilient 
and frictional coupling connection between said 
Synchronous motor and said rotors whereby pro 
nounced hunting of said synchronous motor will 
not be transmitted to said rotors. 

47. In an electrical musical instrument in 
which musical tones are produced by electrical 
Synthesis, means for combining currents of differ 
ent frequencies in any selected proportions to ob 
tain the desired quality in the tone produced, and 
manually operated means for substantially in 
stantaneously rendering said selective means in 
effective and causing said frequencies to be com 
bined in any one of a plurality of different pre 
determined proportions. 

48. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of means for generating currents 
translatable into musical tones, a synchronous 
motor for driving said means, and manually con 
trolled means driven by said motor periodically 
to by-pass a portion of the current produced by 
Said means to introduce a tremolo effect into the 
music produced thereby. 

49. In an electrical musical instrument in 
which a plurality of alternating current sources 
of different frequencies are used to build up a 
complex musical tone, a plurality of rotary alter 
nators, a manual including a number of different 
keys, a plurality of switches in separate circuits 
operated by each key, a common output circuit, 
and electrical connections between said alterna 
tors, Switches, and output circuit, such that the 
terminals of a single such alternating current 
Source may simultaneously be connected to said 
output circuit through switches operated by dif 
ferent keys of said manual. 

50. In an electrical musical instrument in 
which currents of different frequencies are com 
bined to produce a musical tone, a keyboard hav 
ing a plurality of keys, a plurality of rotary elec 
tric generators of different frequencies, means for 
translating the current produced by said gener 
ators into Sound, a group of switches operable by 
each of Said keys, and means to conduct current 
from Said generators to said translating means, 
Said conducting means comprising individual 
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conductors of high impedance connecting each 
generator with switches of a plurality of differ 
ent groups. 

51. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a tone wheel rotor, a gear for 
driving said rotor, and a resilient driving con 
nection between said gear and rotor, the resil 
iency of said driving connection and the moment 
of inertia of the rotor being so related that the 
natural period of oscillation of the rotor rel 
ative to the gear is at a frequency below the 
range effectively translated into sound by the 
instrument. 

52. In a musical instrument, the combination 
of twelve or more rotatable pulsation generators, 
a common source of power for driving said gen 
erators, and means individual to each of said 
generators for transmitting power from said 
Source to said generators, each of said means in 
cluding an element of such resiliency relative to 
the moment of inertia of the moving parts of 
the generator with which it is associated that 
the natural frequency of oscillation of the latter 
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is below the frequency of the pulsations gener 
ated by any of said generators. 

53. In a musical instrument in which rotat 
ing pulsation generators are used to generate a 
series of frequencies which are related to one 
another in a manner closely approximating the 
incommensurate ratios of frequency of the twelve 
semi-tones of the tempered musical scale, a plu 
rality of rotating generator assemblies, at least 
twelve in number, a common source of driving 
power and driving connections between said 
Source and said assemblies adapted to rotate said 
assemblies at predetermined exact speeds which 
may be expressed in simple fractions of the speed 
of said source, each of said connections including 
a highly resilient, non-slipping driving element. 

54. In an electrical musical instrument in 
which keys are utilized to switch the output of 
generators of different frequencies into a com 
mon output circuit, the generators of higher 
frequency generating much more energy than 
those of lower frequency, means for minimizing 
clicking sounds in the output when generators 
are connected to the output by the key operated 
switches, said means comprising means in the 
output circuit for suppressing the energy of high 
frequencies in the output such that high tones 
will be no louder than low tones, notwithstand 
ing the much greater energy output of the higher 
frequency generators. 

55. In an electrical musical instrument, a bank 
of alternators for generating currents of differ 
ent frequencies, some of the alternators generat 
ing frequencies which are harmonics of the fre 
quencies generated by other alternators of the 
bank, and a plurality of sheets of magnetic ma 
terial separating the bank of alternators into 
groups, the alternators in each group generating 
frequencies having the relation of a funda 
mental and its harmonics. 

56. In an electrical musical instrument, means 
; for introducing a tremolo effect in the output of 
the instrument comprising, a resistance element, 
a condenser, a periodically operated current in 
terrupter, means for connecting all of said ele 
ments in Series across the output circuit of the 
instrument, and a high resistance shunted around 
said interrupter. 

57. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of generators, a com 
mon conductor connected to one of the terminals 
of each of said generators, a plurality of multi 
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pole key-actuated switches, and a plurality of 
current limiting impedances, each having one 
end connected to a pole of one of said switches 
and its other end connected to the free terminal 
of one of said generators. 

58. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a plurality of tone wheels, shafts 
for Supporting Said tone wheels, a synchronous 
motor, gearing connected thereto for driving 
said tone wheels at different speeds, and resilient 
means individual to each of Said shafts for mini 
mizing rapid hunting movement of Said wheels. 

59. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
combination of a tone wheel forming the rotor 
of an electrical current generator, means for 
rotating said tone wheel, and a resilient driving 
connection between said means and said tone 
wheel, the resiliency of said connection bearing 
a predetermined relation to the rotary moment 
of inertia of Said tone wheel and parts moving 
there with, so that the frequency of any hunting 
of said tone wheel will not impair the musical 
characteristics of a tone derived from the cur 
rent generated by the tone wheel. 

60. In a musical instrument, a rotatable ele 
ment for generating pulsations, a constant speed 
notor for driving said element and a plurality 
of resilient and frictional mechanisms connected 
one to the other and forming a driving connec 
tion between said motor and said element. 

61. In an electrical musical instrument, the 
Combination of a loud speaker, an amplifier to 
energize Said Speaker, a plurality of alternating 
current generators, key-operated Switches for 
Connecting Said generators to said amplifier, ap 
paratus for minimizing key clicks comprising a 
Current carrying net-work conveying the energy 
of low frequency impulses more effectively than 
the energy of high frequency impulses, said net 
Work being interposed between said switches and 
Said loud speaker. 

62. In a musical instrument of the class de 
Scribed, a plurality of generators of different fre 
quencies, a common conductor joining one ter 
minal of a plurality of said generators, an out 
put circuit, a plurality of keys, a set of switches 
operated by each key, a current limiting imped 
ance permanently connected between each of 
Said Switches and a terminal of one of said gen 
erators, a plurality of bus-bars connected to re 
ceive current from a plurality of said switches 
and to convey said current to said output circuit, 
Selective means for short-circuiting certain of 
Said bus-bars to said common generator con 
ductor when said bus-bar is not to be used, for 
the purpose of preventing undesired parasitic 
frequencies in the output circuit. 

63. In a musical instrument of the class de 
Scribed, a plurality of generators of different 
frequencies, a common conductor joining one 
terminal of a plurality of said generators, an out 
put circuit, a plurality of keys, a set of switches 
operated by each key, a current limiting imped 
ance permanently connected between each of 
Said Switches and a terminal of one of said 
generators, and a plurality of bus-bars connected 
to receive current from a plurality of said switches 
and to convey said current to said output circuit. 

64. In a machine of the class described, the 
conbination of a set of generators, a keyboard 
including a number of keys, one multiple contact 
Switch for each key, and current-limiting imped 
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65. In a machine of the class described, the 

combination of a set of generators, a keyboard 
including a number of keys, one multiple contact 
switch for each key, current-limiting impedances, 
one of which is connected to each of said switch 
contacts and to One of said generators, an output 
circuit, a coupling device connected to carry 
energy in various degrees from said generators 
through said impedances and Switches into said 
output circuit, and manually operable means for 
producing as many different musical tone qual 
ities of a single note as it is possible to obtain 
by mixing fundamentals and harmonics of that 
note in various energy proportions as determined 
by the degrees of energy coupling' obtainable in 
said coupling device. 

66. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of a set of generators, a keyboard 
including a number of keys, a multiple contact 
switch operable by each key, means for combin 
ing the currents produced by said generators in 
any one of a plurality of selected combinations to 
produce tones of different qualities, and a single 
current limiting impedance connected to each 
of Said Switch contacts, each of Said impedances 
being connected to predetermine the energy out 
put of its associated generator, irrespective of the 
tone quality to be produced. 

67. In an instrument of the class described, the 
combination of a plurality of generators, a plu 
rality of multiple contact SWitches, and a cur 
rent limiting impedance of a value greater than 
the reactive impedance of the generator per 
manently connected to each of the contacts of 
Said Switches and to one of said generators. 

68. In an instrument of the class described, the 
combination of a plurality of bus-bars for collect 
ing pulsations utilized as fundamentals and the 
various harmonics respectively, in the tones to be 
produced, an output circuit having terminals for 
producing intensity gradation, a plurality of 
manually operable elements adapted to be con 
nected respectively to said bus-bars and Selective 
ly movable to connect their associated bus-bars 
with any one of said terminals, and a manually 
operable multiple switch for effecting connec 
tions between said bus-bars and Said members re 
spectively. 

69. In an electrical musical instrument, a mech 
anism for altering the tone quality of the instru 
ment comprising a plurality of manually mov 
able members for controlling the proportionate 
intensity of the fundamental and various har 
monics in the tone produced, respectively, each of 
said members being mounted for independent 
motion to a number of successive positions cor 
responding to progressive degrees of intensity of 
sound contributed to the whole by the particular 
harmonic or fundamental which said member 
represents, means to indicate the respective po 
sitions of said members, and semi-permanently 
connected means for maintaining connections 
corresponding to a determined setting of said 
members available for instantaneous use at will. 

70. In an electrical musical instrument of the 
class described, a mechanism for altering the tone 
quality of the instrument comprising a plurality 
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of manually movable members corresponding to 
the fundamental and various harmonic fre 
quencies of which any tone is composed, each of 
such members being adapted for independent 
motion to a number of successive positions cor 
responding to progressive degrees of intensity of 
sound contributed to the who by the particular 
harmonic or fundamental which said member 
represents, and means to render any particular 
setting of said members instantaneously effective. 

71. In an electrical musical instrument for pro 
ducing tones of complex timbre by combining 
pulsations of different frequencies by the depres 
sion of a single key, a series of generators for 
producing electrical pulsations at different fre 
quencies corresponding to the notes of a musical 
scale, a keyboard comprising a plurality of keys, a 
plurality of switches for each key, and a plurality 
of circuits arranged to be completed by said 
switches, each of said circuits extending through 
the generator to one of the contacts of Said 
Switches and having a resistance high relative to 
the inductive impedance of the generator. 

72. In an electrical musical instrument for pro 
ducing tones of complex timbre by combining pull 
sations of different frequencies by the depression 
of a single key, a series of generators for produc 
ing electrical pulsations at different frequencies 
corresponding to the notes of a musical scale, a 
conductor connecting a terminal of each of said 
generators, a keyboard comprising a plurality of 
keys, a plurality of Switches for each key, a plu 
rality of connections between Said conductor and 
each of said Switches respectively, said connec 
tion including a current-limiting resistance of 
value which is high relative to the inductive in 
pedance of the generator, and a common load for 
said generators having an impedance which is 
low relative to the impedance of said current-lim 
iting resistance. 73. In an electrical musical instrument in which 
currents of different frequencies having the 
relation of fundamentals and their harmonics 
may be combined to produce complex musical 
tones, the combination of Separate bus-bars for 
currents utilized in the tones Sounded as funda 
mentals and each of the various harmonics re 
spectively, a graded volume output device, and 
Selectively operable elements for simultaneously 
connecting said Separate bus-bars to predeter 
mined different points of gradation of said out 
put circuit, the points of gradation being ar 
ranged Such that an increase in intensity will 
be obtained with increases in the impedance of 
the output device. 

74. In an instrument of the class described, the 
combination of a plurality of bus-bars for collect 
ing pulsations utilized as fundamentals and the 
various harnonics respectively in the tones to be 
produced, an output circuit having points of in 
tensity gradation, a plurality of multiple switch 
contacts engageable with Said bus-bars respec 
tively, and movable conductors for semi-perma 
nently connecting said contacts respectively, with 
Selected ones of said points in the output circuits. 

LAURENS HAMMOND. 
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